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FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1912.
HOW BIG DOES THE MOON LOOK TO YOU V

TAFT RUSHES REGIMENT OF

MORRIS CHAIR FOR SWEET

Here's the way it looks to Willyum.
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SOLDIERS TO NICARAGUA TO

AMONG

PROTECT LIVES OF CITIZENS
BANANA

REPUBLIC

SELF AND

OMEN

CONFESSES

UNITED STATES

THAT IT IS UNABLE TO TAKE CARE OF
INTERVENE

WILL

FORCED TO CARRY AMMUNITION

WOUNDED AMERICANS

RESTORE ORDER

AND

IT-

THE DAY BEFORE

UNDER RIFLE FIRE.

n

after the murder

of

the two Americans,
Cannon and
Grace, was behind General Mena,
leader of the revolutionists. This
however, is denied by the prominent
liberals who support the revolution.

ENGLAND WANTS
FREE TOLLS IN
CANAL FOR ALL

RBOUT
THREE TH0USRI10

MILES

C, Aug. 2S. Great
Britain has reaffirmed its protest
against the Panama Canal Bill. In a
note filed today with the state department by A. Mitchell Innes, charge
of the British embassy here, it was
stated that if a satisfactory agree-

ment could not be reached Great Britain would appeal to the Hague tribunal for arbitration. The note submitted today says Great Britain will give
careful consideration to both the bill
and the message President Taft sent
to Congress relating to discrimination
in favor of American coastwise shipping in the canal. If, after due consideration, it is found that no satisfactory agreement can be reached in
the matter Great Britain declares Chat
it will be necessary to appeal to arbi-

tration.
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CHAPTER THREE.

in
delivered at the Seet mansion
Socorro on Christmas eve, 1!H1, and
paid for by county warrant lo the
amount, of ?"0 is a small but quitt;
h'teresting little item in the report on
county affairs submitted to Governor
.McDonald by T. J. Guilfoil, an expert
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LITTLE GIRLS IN
DEMAND IN DIUES
OF NEW YORK

TELLEZ

VISITS

STEEVER IN

New York, Aug. 2S. Searching
a long trail of police blackmail that
led up to the murder of the gambler,
Merman Rosenthal, the state's attorney now reports a form of social evii
from which colossal graft is included.
This blackmail, he says, was obtained
from about a dozen houses in this
city, each of which paid from
to $2,000 a month for police protection. These houses were expensively
t'tunisihed. Only the proprietor and a
few servants lived in them. Callers
were shown a list of names of girls
who it is believed were called upon
to come to the house when wanted.
Opposite the names of these girls
were their ages, which ranged
from lo to IS years,
The results cf the investigation
probably will produce a sensation.
Assistant District Attorney Rubin
received a message today from Postmaster Frederick E. Johnson of Hot
Springs, Ark., who took Sam Schepps
into custody, stating that he had under arrest there two men whose description generally fits that sent out
for "Gyp the Blood'' and "Lefty
Louie" wanted by the New' York police.
Lieutenant Becker created a bit of
excitement in the corridors of the
Tombs while taking his exercise, by
heaping vituperation on the head ot
James D. Hallen, a- convicted lawyer,
who told the district attorney yester-day that he had overheard a conver-- '
sation in the prison between Becker
ar.d Policeman
hite. "You are a
liar,'' shouted Becker, when accosted
by the lawyer.
Hallen turned away and said nothing.

TE HAS
MEXICAN

GENERAL

0R0ZC0 0UT0F
CEIVED

WHO

JUAREZ

DROVE

IS

WITH FULL HONORS BY

REU

S. SOLDIERS.

MORE TROOPS

TO

any-wher-

BORDER IS ORDER

Texas, Aug. 28. General
of the
Juanuin Tellez, commander
Mexican federal
troops at Juarez,
crossed the border today and personally paid his respects to General
E. Z. Steever, at Fort Bliss, Texas.
The meeting, it. is said, was purely
social. It ws necessary for the Mexican general to procure special per
mission from the department of war
to leave Mexico for only a few hours.
General Steever will return the call
tomorrow.
As General Tellez, in an automobile
with the Mexican counsul at El Paso,
entered the Fort Bliss reservation, he
was met by a squadron of the Second
cavalry. A salute of eleven guns was
given. As the automobile was escorted to General Steever's quarters, a
military band played the national
anthem of Mexico and during the
AMERICAN CARDINAL
WILL LIVE IN PARIS. visit continued to play Mexican airs.
Paris, Aug. 28. The pope is about General Tellez was greeted by Genand
Colonel Frank
to create a new American cardinal eral Steever,
who is to reside in Rome according West' SecnJ cavalry, Colonel A. D.
Twenty-seconinfantry,
to a special dispatch received here. .Fredericks.
The American cardinal will occupy and other arm5r mcers.
a similar position to that of the pre- lptes relating to France and Spain! Washington, D. C. Aug.
commanding
Rome. It is also stated that the eral Walter Schuyler,
di- pope will later create a cardinal in the dePartraent of California, was
Central America, probably in Mexico. rected today by Genera' Woi to Pro"
to the southern
ceed immediately
i boundary
of his department and take
MORE CHRISTIANS
'
ARE MASSACRED. personal cnarge ot the disposition of
Cettinie. Monteneern. Anir 9S Furl tfte troops there.
Increased activity of rebel bands on
ther massacres of Christians by Turkish troops on the Albanian frontier the border as the result of the breakcontinue to be reported, but the Mon ing up of the main army of Orozco, is
tenegrin government .is striving its creating a grave situation on the
utmost to give effect to the peaceful American side of the line, it is said,
General Wood, chief of staff, today
consuls of the representatives of the
Steever at Fort Bliss,
j wired General
Europeon powers.
"
"
' ask'nS whether he wished further re- v
inforcements for the border patrol.
NEW MEXICO SITE
X
The war department, to be ready
IS SELECTED TODAY. X for
further calls for troops, has taken
stens
' AUS' 28'- -Rsend troops from the Paciiic
!eg'
E. Twltchell and Colonel Jastro, X division within a few hours
after re-of New Mexico, today selected a X
ceipt of a request from General
X site for the New Mexico build- - X
Steever.
ex- - X
ing at the
X position.
They picked the most X
Toluca, Mexico, Aug. .28. News
X prominent
location
on
the X has reached here that Zaculpem a
X grounds, directly in front of the X
mining town, had been attacked on
X main building of the exposition X
Sunday by a band of rebels which
X and adjoining the site selected X was
repulsed after a few hours fight-Arizona.
As the New Mex- X ing. Today a larger band returned
by
X Ico flag was planted on the site X and
renewed the attack. As the tele-selected, three cheers went up X graph and telephone wires are out of
X for New Mexico.
x commission, the outcome of the as- The building will be of the Pe- - X sault cannot be learned.
Many mills
X cos Mission style and the ex- - X owned
by American and other foreign
X position
commission will offer X companies are located In
Zaculpem.
X every facility to make the New X I
!
X Mexico exhibit a success.
New x
Mexico City, Mex., Aug. 28. Jose
X Mexico will have much
publicity X Maria Mayteren, governor of the state
X not only after the exposition X of
Sonora, is authorized by the cen-opens, but during the three X tral government to 'jse all means at
X years of preparation.
x his disposal to crush the revolution
X
After they fulfilled their mis- - X in his state,
X sion, President D. C. Collier and X
In yesterday's cabinet meeting no
X the members of the board of di- - X '
attempt was made to disguise the
X rectors entertained Mr. Twitch- - X
disappointment of the government
X ell and Mr. Jastro at the Cuye- - X that the
revolutionary forces had been
X maca club.
jg
(Continued on Page Five.)
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,& S. F. railway

received only $15.30,

That a morris ohair, one arm chair (the amount of the bill rendered by
'and a rocker, purchased by the Hon. them) which fact is supported by
K. Howard Sweet, then clerk of
agent's records at Socorro, which
received from the county
county, from A. Faber, a furni- show
ture dealer of Albuquerque, X. M., was of Socorro, Oct. 11, ll'll, being in

of

I

D.

,
Cassel
Germany,
Aug. 28. Emperor William felt so
well that he rose early this morning
and before breakfast enjoyed a long
walk In the park surrounding
Zelaya, TebeHon.
castle. The rheumatic
Aside from any question of treaty pains in the neck from which his maorganization, the administration is jesty had suffered have practically
said to be satisfied of its rights un- ceased while the swelling of the
der the principles of international law glands has almost entirely
to employ any part of the army and
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Washington,

WAS

FURNITURE

OF

DELIVERED

NOTHING ABOUT IT SAYS GUILFOIL

I

1909

DOLLARS WORTH

ALBUQUERQUE

MONEY FOR CONSTABLES

1

Europe

SEVENTY

STORE IN

IN SOCORRO

DENCE OF THEN COUNTY CLERK SAYS REPORT.

navy of the United States for the projection of American interests, life and
property in a foreign country where
the defacto government is either unable or unwilling to extend protec-- ,
tion.
Officials contend
that such
armed forces
landing of American
does not constitute war in any sense;
there being no purpose of territorial
aggression, punitive purpose of permanent occupation.
It is declared that while there are
few precedents for employing regular
that
troops in landing expeditions
fact is accounted for by the far greater mobility and availability of marines and bluejackets.
Although the course of the United
States in landing military forces on
foreign soil without express approval
of congress is now under investigation by a special senate committee
named at the instigation of Senator
Bacon, who has vigorously opposed
sending troops outside the United
States, the state department takes
the position that it is supported not
only by precedent in China and Central America, but iffalso bound by the
Washington convention to
protect rights and property of foreigners and to further see that the
administration in Nicaragua is changed only by a fair and free expression
by a ballot. The same attitude was
recently assumed in Panama when
this government supervised the elections.
Furthermor it is said, that there
are fully 100 Americans owning plancruelty.
tations in Nicaragua who must De
The latest reports made plain that
protected from attack and looting of
immediate protection for Americans their properties. Many demands
that
was necessary and that it probably this government
American inprotect
arfor
would not be safe to wait
the
terests there have been registered at
rival of the marines now en route.
the st?te department.
General Francisco Altschul, of the
A large number of New Orleans
revolutionists in Washington, denies merchants, having Central American
the charge of barbarity brought interests, only a few days ago, went
against the troops fighting the Niear-agua- so far as to protest to the departgovernment. He alleged that ment against the attitude of Senator
the burning of bodies of soldiers was Bacon.
declared
American
They
necessary to proper sanitation and prestige in Central America wou.'d
that it applied alike to dead of both suffer immeasurably if this governsides. He contended also that Ameri- ment failed to
protect its citizens and
can interests would not have suffered property.
They even predicted the
if no attempt had been made by
spread of the unrest throughout other
American forces to prevent capture Central American states if the situaand operation by the revolutionsts of tion was not promptly taken in hand.
the railway between Managua and Senator Bacon virtually
charged on
Corinto.
the floor of the senate that this govThe Junta asserts that the railroad ernment's interference in
Nicaragua
Is a national institution and should had a connection with the failure of
hot be classed as an American prop- the loan convention by which Nicaerty, except as it being administered ragua was to have borrowed several
to secure a loan by New York bank- mililons from American
bankers and
ers.
under which treaty the Nicaraguan
women
were
that
are
shot
Reports
railroads, steamships, customs house
condemned emphatically by General and national
monopolies were to be
Altschul who says that the barbarous administered by
representatives of
methods were employed by the gov- the American financiers.
ernment forces when women were The Diaz
government,
against
sent to the lines as ammunition car- which the
political revolution is beriers. Rebels firing upon flags of
directed, is said to have approved
truce borne by loyal Nicaraguan ing
the attitude of the state department
as
well
as
American marines in
troops
to the loan convention.
It
Is said, however, to have been fre- hasregard
been reported that Zelaya, the
quent within the last few days. New dictator, deposed
and exiled to
attacks upon women end children and
in

other
are reported.
In the rebel shelling of Managua during the first days of the revolution,
American Minister Weitzel reported
that the firing had been indiscriminate
vpon the section of the city occupied
and that an
by the
American collector of customs named
Ham and several other Americans,
narrowly escaped injury from- bursting shells. The United States is assured that the landing of troops has
the approval of the Diaz government.
Following a further demand by Minister Weitzel that Americans and
their property must be protected by
the Nicaraguan government is understood to have confessed its inability
to meet the situation and to have
consented frankly to permit the landing of American troops to protect
United States citizens.
The state department has proceeded
upon the conviction that its action Involves no infringement of the war
making powers cf congress or the
president.
Officials point to the fact that
there Is even now a whole regiment
of United States Infantry engaged In
policing the Chinese
railroad from
Chin Wang Pao to Pekin.
And, of course,
American
troops
have been freely employed In China.
It is true that each of these oases
there warrant by treaty for the employment of American soldiers, but
the state department officials felt that
a like obligation has been Imposed
upon the United States by the Dawson agreement, which terminated the

CHRISTMAS

FROM A. FABER'S

-W-

REBELS DURING BATTLE

Washington, D. C Aug. 2S. The
war department today issued orders
to the Tenth United States infantry
at Panama to proceed immediately to
The orders came direct
Nicaragua.
from President Taft himself at Beverley. The men will embark tomorrow
on merchant steamers and will arrive
Ht Corinto within 4S hours.
American soldiers will be landed in
Nicaragua within the next 4S hours.
On reports of conditions said to be
so serious as to justify their geing
kept secret in Washington, President
Taft at Beverley today personally directed the immediate movement of
the Tenth United States infantry, now
on the Panama canal zone to Nicaralives and
gua, to guard American
property. Dispatches of last night
and early today pictured the situation as being so acute that an immediate movement of a large force of
troops was necessary.
Allegations of conditions bordering
on barbarism and acts ever worse
than those which took the troops of
the United States into China to quell
the Boxer rebellion have been received at the state department within the
last 24 hours. The deliberate murDodd and
der of two Americans,
Phillips, after they had been wounded and were helpless following the
massacre at Leon on August 19,
focused attention on the previous reports of burning of soldiers, starvation of po'itical prisoners held in
dungeons and other alleged acts of

ITEMS PAID WITH

WARRANTS

ARE SHOT DOWN

BY INFURIATED

NO. 168

the traveling auditor's

full payment of company's account, it
will be noted that the iame form of
endorsement obtains in this as in
Item So. 1.
Item Xo. "Warrant Xo. 101, A.
Faber, $70. (in.
Investigation shows this to be in
payment for one .Morris chair, one arm
hair and one rocker bought by E. H
Sweet and delivered at his residence
Dec. 21th, Dm.
Freight charges on
this shipment covered under Pro. No
101) and was
paid by E. II. Sweet.
Item Xo. f Warrant Xo. 2211, L. F.
Gifford, J.Su.lM.
Warrant Xo. :!!), C. Lamb, $$3.00.
Warrant Xo. 217, W. Taylor, $25.00.
Warrant Xo. 2 IS, E. Hunter, $25.00

office.

The item is scarcely worth commenting upon in comparison with other items in which Mr. Sweet appears
as chief figure, except for the fact
tiial it demonstrates more forcibly
than anything else, the way in which
tbe affairs of Socorro county were run
under the old regime.
in the same connection, the auditor
reports to the governor that he found
five warrants varying in amounts from
Warrant Xo. 255, ,1. M. Harrison,
to .$So which purported to have $25.00.
been issued lo certain residents ot
Warrants issued purport to cover
Socorro ouuty as pay for their serv- services rendered by the above as
ices as "Constables" or "Emissaries." "Constable" or "Emissary."
InvestiforAll of these "Emissaries" were
gation fails to show authority for the
are
or
by
at
employed
present
merly
employing or delegating anv snecinl
the Santa Fe Railway company, as-- "Constables" or "Emissary' for serv
sens Mr. (Jmltoil in his report.
ice in Socorro county. All of the above
Such of these parties at Mr. Guilfoil parties are at present or were formerwas able to find, lie reports, denied ly in the employ of the A. T. & S. F.
ever having received any money from railway. It is represented that these
Socorro county or of having acted as parties were employed at San Marcial
constables, etc. Mr. Guilfoil was un- - during the November election; but as
si'.ccesslul m liiimng just who got uie previously stated, no authority is
found. None of the above warrants,
money.
The portion of Mr. Guilfoil's report .:(.e,t xo. 255, are recorded as
which, the Xew Mexican is Ueal- - proved" or "allowed" in the form pre-in- g
it scribed by law. Such of the above
today, needs no elucidation,
is so plain that it is published in full parties as were located deny ever re-fthe information of the public.
reiving any funds from Socorro county
First comes the accounts of G. E. as is .represented; and further deny
Sanchez, siieriff. Then Mr. Sweet's that they were employed at the time
financial gyrations with a biief re-- ! represented a, "Consfjlile" or in any
sunie of the accounts ot M. Baca, iue capacity by the county of Socorro. At
least three of the above parties were
report says:
ACCOUNTS OF G. E. SANCHEZ, not residents of Socorro county at the
SHERIFF.
jdate the services were represented as
Warrant Xo. 127, drawn on general being performed. The same form of
endorsement as is noted in Item
fund, $:.!S.!)5.
Payment covered in subsequent war- - applies in this item (Xo. 4) also.
Item Xo. 5.- - Warrant Xo. 2S. P. P.
rant.
Warrant Xo. 05, drawn on general Kealer, $50.00.
Warrant Xo. 354, P. P. Kealer,
fund, $13:;.00.
Represents 50 per cent fees of last $30.00.
P. Kealer,
uuarter. 1909. Total fees for this1 Warrant Xo.
quarter, $2fiC.O0, were assigned by. $106. 40.
Warrant Xo. 497 P. P. Kealer,
Sanchez to J. A. Torres and paid to
$50.00.
him.
Warrant Xo. 356, D. L. Harris,
Warrant Xo. S7, drawn on general
0.00.
fund, $111.72.
Warrant Xo. 49S, D. L. Harris,
This amount covered in Xo. .SX, is

PREMIER BORDEN
TELLS SUFFRAGETS
BLUFF WILL NOT GO
London, Aug. 2S. TJlie Canadian
premier, Robert L. Borden, when he
faced the suffragettes for the first
time today, told them emphatically,
he had no power to introdirce a general measure of suffrage for women in
the Dominion of Canada and that no
threats of the employment of militant
methods would have any influence on
him.
The delegation of the women's so
cial and political union was introduced oy Miss Barratt. She stated
that their chief object was to ask the
Canadian premier if he intended on
his return to tile Dominion to introduce a government measure for the
enfranchisement of women. She declared that the women's social and political union was considering a campaign to advise intending emigrants to
go to Australia and Xew Zealand rather than to Canada.
On Mr. Borden's reply, she
said,
would depend the advice the women's
social and political union gave its Canadian members and also the possibil
ity of a militant agitalion in Canada.
Mr. Borden was very explicit
in
stating that lie had no power and no
intention of introducing into the Do
minion parliament a measure for the
enfranchisement of women. The question of the franchise, he said, devolved entirely on the nine provincial
legislatures and the Dominion parliament had no warrant to pass such legislation.
Mr. Borden concluded:
"I should
like to say with all respect I think the
Canadian women are capable of judging for themselves in this matter. No
of the employment
of
suggestion
methods of any kind will have the
slightest influence."
Mr. Borden later in the day received a deputation of members of the
league, which congratulated him on holding his ground
against the women's social and political union.
.
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The above parties were employed as
jing amount rendered, and for which
e'erical assistants by E. H. Sweet, and
warrant given to cover, $60.00.
rnese warrants were given In payment
Total, $343.67.
Thoao itoTTiu woro i L'oti im with Tf ot salary ot such assistants. The
Sanchez and fully explained and he Parties when interviewed advise that
'""-- '
P"or to me receiving of
over payment of this
agrees to
tt mnntil
Mr. Sanchez is in no way re- - tm'se above warrants they received
tbe I)elsonal check of E. H. Sweet in
sponsible for these errors as he kept
no romolete Ret of reenrds and luui ,n Payment of their salary. The attorney
accurate method of rendering ac f,t.uriai in uuiuuce au vises mat it
the clerical assistance is for the pur- counts, simply accepting what war
pose of enabling the probate clerk tn
rants were tendered him.
.n'B ordinary duties as clerk
Liquor license of Adolpho Torres. l,erI0
o. 821. check dated .Tune 11
iM9 lIor whlch he received salary or fees,
FARMERS MUST BE
that. expense
for such assistants must
.
onwncj cuitui ocuiciii ui ix. rj. niu m"z
rne by the clerk himself. There
GIVEN PROTECTION
Xo record of payment of this Item
be " mlestin
to the fact that
SAYS CONRGESS is found in treasurer's records, $201. if""
he erV,ee
e
these
Liquor license of Mogollon Mercan-- !
Were
and "ordinary"
Co., Xo. 46, check dated Septem-- !
reguIa,r
Salt Lake City, Aug. 28. There was !ber
?"5umbent "P
1910, shows endorsement of
material argument in some of the !G. E.15th,
Sh"'d be
for
Sanchez. Xo record of payment'
resolutions submitted at the opening
of the second day's session of the
commercial congress.
F
' BACA- These, with others upon which there
Totat C,SSNoI8
E
to
be
no differences of opinis likely
$10 4Warrant
ion, were delivered to the committee
on resolutions.
of salary due, was assigned 30 i90ft
A demand that products of farm and amount
Warrant Xo. 93, E. H. Sweet.
j
ranch be given the same measure oj and paid J. A. Torres.
$"03.
Warrants covering overpayments
Being for
protection as is given other products
oth
of the United States was contained in ;are primarily the result of careless-- j er expenses
pe
la.t
0,1 lne "arl 01 LlerK
H. Sweet; quarter's salarv (for nnar.er
a resolution by Colonel Oryor of Tex- "
hi,,
and
are
his
properly
liability
as, who declared that the farmers and
The claim of E. H. Sweet for salranchers had been blamed unjustly E. H. SWEET ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT.
for the high cost of living.
ary for quarter ended September 30,
1
Item Xo.
Warrant No. 130, Wm. 1M)9, would be $150, for expenses same
The first rap at the forestry policy
of the Interior department came in a Barrowdale, $12.10.
quarter $107.43; total
Warrant Xo. 151, Wm. Barrowdale, quarter ended December $257.43. For
resolution by Henry W'elah, Utah, who
31, 1909, sal$12.10.
said that tne mining development of
ary $150, expenses $130; total $280.
Above
warrants issued June 22, 1910, Claims covering
the west was being retaided by the
salary and expenses
noted "In lieu ot Warrant Xo. fi0.' ior me aoove
were approved"
department regulations.
period
There were other resolutions for a Warrants carry an endorsement which I and "allowed"' but ordered not paid
.13 evidently not the bonafide endorse-- ! for lack of
funds, (folio 79 and 84,
highway,
thanking
the president and congress for the an- - ment of payee. The warrants them- Record of Commissioners'
Proceedselves
show the responsibility ings. Subsequent to the
repropriation for waterway
improve for the clearly
approval
endorsement.
Xo approval or ferred to, warrants Nos. 90 and 93
ments on the Missouri river, urging
a bill for the creation of a division authority is found for the issuance of were issued Mr. 'Sweet
applying on
these duplicate warrants.
Ol' information
in
the above accounts. In this connecth
2
Xo.
Item
Warrant No. 526, C. L. tion it is noted that warrant No. 213
bureau to direct Immigrants to suit.
able locations in the west, in favor of Lindsey, agent A. T. & S. F. railway, pryable J. A. Torres, assignee, amount
a department of mines and mining and $90.30.
$1,334.80, which purports to he nn 9 a.
This warrant given as payment to slgnment of item as follows:
in recommendation
of further harbor
improvements along the gulf coast In the A. T. & S. F. railway for material G. E. Sanchez
$26635
Texas.
on
jand labor by them in connection with G. E. Sanchez
The wisdom and propriety of "see- jthe installation of a public crossing at E. H. Sweet (salary only)
150.00
ing America first' Is being impressed iLeniitar, which work was duly author K H. Sweet
257.43
on the delegates to the congress at a ized oy the board of county commis- M. Baca
150.00
sioners.
Attached
Salt
Lake
A.
hereto
T. & S. F. M. Baca
resort this afternoon
great
',
150.00
l
Xo. 8262 for $15.30, being
by F. W. Graham of Seattle, who read railway-bilan address prepared by Louis V. Hill, their amount In full for labor and maTotal
$1334.80
of the Great Northern railroad. J. W. terial used in the Installation of a
It will be noted that the above cot-KeHey, of the Denver & Rio Grande public crossing at Lemitar. Upon inrailroad and others.
vestigation it was found that the A. T.
(Continued on Pag 8.)
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little Store

LIUE NEWS

FROM COWLES

Wednesday, august

SUMMER SKIN DISEASES
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During tie summer most persons are annoyed with pimples, boils,
rashes, or eruptions, while others sutler more severely wiu
zema. Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skm disease. A perfect
condition of the skin exists as long as the blood is normal, but when it be comes contaminated with humors and acids its supply 01 nutnuve propcities js greatiy lessened and it becomes a sharp, acrid fluid which diseases
instead of nreservine the natural health and texture
The eruptions may be glossed
of the skin.
over and inflammation reduced by the application
of washes, cosmetics, salves, etc., but no skin affection can ever be permanently cured in this way;
only pure blood can make healthy skin. S. S. S.
cures Skin Diseases of every kind by neutralizing
the acids and removing the humors from the blood.
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its normal
adds to
strength, increases its nutritive powers andinstead
of
the skin
Then
it miritv
.
..
r J in -. - wav.
.1
.1
nouribrieu auu uca.
is
and
humors
acid
with
irritated
impurities,
being
and any
bv a plentiful supply uf rich, pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases
GA.
medical advice free.
SPECIFIC
ATLANTA,
Tff SWIFT
CO.,
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Cowles, X. M., Aug. 2S. A prophet
is not without honor save in his own
country. For that reason, maybe the
writer's words, taken with a grain ot
iu me
sail may w:
people of New Mexico, seeing that toe
comes from Texas.
We have been visiting New Mexico
:and the Pecos national region for
three summers, and we beg to call
the attention of the authorities, to
the rain problem. AVe thought here
to find an overabundance of sunshine
and for three years we have lived
half the time in rubber coats. Send
vour surplus to Texas, as for three
vears
we have suffered
unusual
drouths. This ozone laden air, coming
first hand unbreathed through other
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
lungs, is the greatest tonic in the
Without water crops, feed, thereto should be delivered to the secnne me aiuuiue is over life.
woria.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
S.OUO feet and the air dry,
there is birds, fish, animals, trees and life it- retary of the state central committee,
beat least twenty-fou- r
(24) hours
sufficient moisture due to the many self must fail.
streams, the near by snows and the Some people are continually dispar- fore said convention meets. All credamp spongy mat of the forests, to aging the forest service. This is only dentials and proxies should be delivgive an exhilirating wine flavor to this natural as there is not a line of gov- ered to the secretary in the forenoon
wonderful air. This is no doubt the ernment work that has not its detrac- on the day of the convention.
M. A. OTERO,
WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
"Happy Valley" that Rasselas sought. tors. The Panama canal was fought
Chairman.
It is strange that the people of Santa most bitterly.
SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
TUBS,
GEO. W. PRICHARD,
The pure food law lay on the shelves
jFf. do not complete the "Scenic Road",
MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
NEED
TO
Secretary.
part way finished, into this valley. We of congress for 20 years until RooseNEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
t
have had poor fishing this summer, velt jacked it out with this big stick.
law and great enterprise
as
Every
good
YOU BUY FOM US WE WILL.
Pecos
the
and
BATHROOM.
streams
FOR
YOUR
WHEN
other
have;
GOT
WORMS.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
been muddy frequently. Everyone and forward step in human progress in
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
the world ha& had to fight inch by j An
WITH YOU AGAIN.
examination of the town "Cab-ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, jtarden & field seeds in bulk and packages
eb
and onward,
inch its way upward
dis-- ;
Patch"
bage
morning
Wednesday
trout. Your state game and fish de-- , This is not only right but proiier. Mis- - closed the fact that the
army worms
Wood-Davi- s
The only exclusive
Fe
house in
partment had several thousand dol- takes, inexperience and costly errors have created a lot of havoc there,
lars in the treasury. This was a sac- are gradually eliminated through opTbey are not much in evidence, but
. Phone 14
If Its Hardware We Have lb
Phone 14.
red fund paid in by the sportsmen and position. Here in this Pecos valley several
large cabbage heads weighing
to
one
we
from
end
the
other
recogshould
have
been used for
money
six to eight pounds each have been
Phone Black
Phone Black jtlie
the protection and propagation of fish, nize the value of the New Mexican found to
be absolutely
riddled by '
a
s
is
birds and animals. Your last legisl- fores! and streams. Following
them. They have burrowed into the
:
ature "swiped" all the funds belonging petition which is now being circulat-- head, and when it is cut to pieces
to this account, placing same in the ed and signed as rapldiy as the people handfuls of worms are found. Es- regeneral fund. Xow our Texas legisl- can bo seen. Xo one so far has
tancia News.
:
I
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
ature lias done some queer things but fused to sign same, over 100 names
appear.
already
as
as
is
like
this.
It
nothing
unjust
Dawson Coal
Iola
citizens of COUNTY COMMITTEE MEETING.
We, the undersigned
robbing the baby's bank. New Mexico
August 26, 1912.
Sawed Wood
should learn to throw the alluring fly Cowles, Xew Mexico, and visitors
El Toro
The county central committee of
that catches the tourist with the from abroad to the Pecos national forparty of Santa Fe
thick wad.. California
and Florida est, hereby wish to testify to the efti- - the republican
and gentlemanly county is hereby called to meet in
have learned this cast and their tour- ciency, capability
ist trade bring in almost as much accommodation as shown by Thomas Santa Fe in the office of Senator: Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Catron on Thursday, August 29, 1912,:
money as the crops. Every city in A. Stuart, chief of this forest division,
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
Texas is now biduing for this winter uotQ 111 lne management ot this I'ecos at 7 P. m., for the purpose of issuing
travel. Of all the tourists, none are iorest, aim as snown to the many vis- a call for a county convention to nom-so liberal at spending money as the itors in this section. This unsolicited inate 18 delegates to represent the
hunter and fisherman. Any man begot testimonial we tender Mr. Stuart in county of Santa Fe in the republican
All Kinds of Building Materials.
of Adam, and whose ancestors lived appreciation for what he has done and state convention to be held in Albu-- '
X. M., on the 12th day of
and
over is doing under discouraging and ad- - querque,
by
fishing
hunting
Doors, Red
his "kitchen middies" has the fishing verse circumstances, for this section September, 1912, for the purpose of
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
instinct in him. Statesmen, bankers, land Xew Mexico, and for this division nominating three electors and one
of our great American national forest congressman.
lawyers and business men are never
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ,
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
so busy that they cannot go fishing. jarea. We believe the holding, sacred
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
and inviolate, of our national forests,
Acting Chairman.
(Your hunter will spend 75 cents for a
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
C.
to
CHARLES
be of incalculable benefit, to the
CLOSSON, Sec'y.
box of smokeless cartridges, just to
future
Policies at Lowest Rates.
growth,
extension,
happiness
bring in two or three little doves or
and wealth producing ability of our State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
a quail or two.
Lucas County. ss.
Your fisherman will spend $200 or American nation, and we urge upon
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
more to visit a region where he can Icongrest a more liberal appropriation
for the forest service, as we see its is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orspend a week or two striving to catch
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
a basket full of trout that might cost great need in this division. We
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
this department to be hampered City of Toledo, County and State
PHONE 85 MAIN.
the state a dollar a plant. Next year
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,
lack of sufficient funds to bring aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
jhe brings his entire family and friends, by
and later he buys some property in this wonderful and unfailing water-- , the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLNew .Mexico. He goes home and brags shed of our western and southern ter- LARS for each and every case of
about these few trout and does the ritory, and this immeasureably rich Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
state more advertising than a high mine of our fast disappearing timber use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
FRANK J. CHENEY.
salaried officer could do. Xow this is 'supply, to their best and fullest devel-- j
Sworn to before me and subsvibed
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
no joke. AVe could cite fishing lore opment.
in my presence this Cth day of DeW. GOODRICH JOXES,
from many states in the Union, also
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
cember, A. D., 1SSC.
Texas.
Temple,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
jtell of the fishing in Canada and the
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
well stocked streams in Europe that
Notary Public.
pay the government handsomely.
PROGRESSIVE CALL
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern'
In the first place Xew .Mexico should
STATE CONVENTION ally and acts directly upon the blood
have a state hatchery, also breeding
and mucous surfaces of the system.
farms or reservations for game ant"
Send for testimonials, free.
;game birds.
In accordance with the instructions
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHof
the executive committee of the proXext every native should pay a
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
license. Charge the outsider dou- gressive party of the state, on the
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoTake Hall's Family Pills for con.
ble this fee if necessary.
Successor to
Put thesfc 12th day of August, 1912, a state pro- - ptipation.
rtant part. The grandfather would
funds in trust, hands off. excenr for feiessive convention is hereby called
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
the restocking of the streams nnri u he held in the city of Albuaueinue
be amazed at the radiance of the modthe woods. Xew .Mexico's forests and New 1Iex'co, on the 10th day of Sep- ern
FIRST-CLAS- S
why all this light? To
rivers are her greatest asset. In the tember, at the hour of two o'clock d,
future they will bring many thousands :r,., to nominate one candidate for rep-make the home more homelike to make
e lauve t0 eongress, and three
ot visitors within
her
These
gates.
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
forests also give you the most wonder- - Presidential electors, and the transac-- j
TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
ful climate in the United
States. tion of sucl1 other business as may
for father, mother and children. Good light
Phone Main I39
310 San Fracisco St.
There is ozone in the air, and a Mar-- l'ronel'1y come before the convention. Made from the formula of an Emtian buoyancy to one's feet. You eood
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ntil after the election in this state inent German Doctor.
SANTA FE, N. M.
It will
people of New Mexico, stand up for on the filst Tuesday in November, cure all rheumatic and muscular
desired.
the forest service and the game an! 1912, the several counties of the
Recold
and
in
both
young.
pains
fish department. Every tree has a b,ate are entitled to representation in
ognized by most leading doctors
diamond at its root, and every stream t'!e al,ove convention as follows:
as the greatest cure for Rheumasha11
of clear cold sparkling water runs
be
to
double
entit!e(i
the
Tny
number of delegates that represented tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
over pearls.
LIN
E
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
said counties in the progressive
con- - Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Texas. r.n,l hic
oMn
- Cramps in the Stomach, are all
ventlon
From
at
heli
the
city
Albuquermiles, would be a
La Salle
th;,r.K
on the 29th day of July last, and quickly removed by following the
BARRANCA
TAOS jNew Mexico forest water sheds that Que,
on such basis of representation, each directions
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
closely thataccompany
Meets Both North South Send their life.crlvinrr
e0Unt' hl11
"led
the
dow"
each package of UNCLE ABE'S
end
miles
from
west
to east
0 lr'S number of
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
.
delegates:
the rumbling
if
RHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaran' ""c iituusauu
o
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of miles from the Rio Grande
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Stare
teed
under the Food and Drugs
on the ch.ve'
IS QUITE SO
q
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at south to the Red River on the north'
Act.
colhx
we raise our hands and wave
Taos at 7 p. m.
Room for Bent 25c and 50c.
SOLE
as
to touch the button and
J. KILBRIDE,
AGENT,
you wel- Curry
o
Short Orders at All Honrs.
Ten miles shorter than any othar come for this unceasing water. From:Dcma
No.
Suite 34 and 35. Dppt
Bridge Plaza,
is ready to cook your
Long Island Cltv, New York.
way. Good cover
hacks and good H. Worth down through central
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Price 55c per pkfr Kv Mall add 6c for Postage
! ALL MAIL
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami as, Waco. Temple, Austin, San
OKDEKS PROMPTLY FILLED'
iron
ready to use, your toasted
ffrencn Noodle Order 10c
disn,
furnished commercial men to take In tomo and further south, we have a OuadalupV
Mew York Chop Suy 60c
tn surrounding tomns. Wb fcnbudo great artesian belt. In several places
1
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacusuch
as
San
Station.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Angelo, San Marcos, Xew Luna
Biaunfels, Austin. San Antonio and McKin'ley
I
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heate'Kewhoro , then uu, l t
lJum A,tne ground Vora
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
springs that are full grown rivers, like iotero
Minerva sprung from the nead of
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
!Quay
in
iter. This great underground sea Jup.
has!Rio Arriba
day amd n(ght Estimates and full infor15
its origin in the forests ,r
.us-- , ttoosevelt
.,c
9
mation cheeerfully given.
ico,
Sandoval
9
The
ans worshinned the sun iSan .Tnnn
E
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The Egyptians would not kill a cat. In San
Miguel
29
biam there were the sacred
'TheWestPoinl of the Southwest.'
monkeys, Santa Fe
lc
and on the Nile the sacred crocodiles. Sierra
1
4
The peacocks personified
Ranked as "Distinguished
'.
as Socorro
diety,
1(J
also
the sacred bulls of India. Assyria, Taos
Institution " by the U. S.
JTi '
12
Babylonia, China and fair Arabia, alii Torrance
7
War Department.
If
held in veneration some bird or
IS
TIME
beast, Union
13
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Even Jonah knelt. in prayer inside of! Valencia
a whale.
Valley.3,700 feet above sea level,
We of Texas make our te
The county committeemen"
work.
will
sunshine every day. ODen air
to water,
running sparkling. senting the progressive party of the
work throughout the entire seswater.
not
Talk
of beer. several counties above named, are resion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
tention not honey in the honeycomb, duested to call precinct primary and
the
sweet
theme on high Olym- - county conventions at as early a date
t IDEAL such as cannot be found
one
elsewhere In America.
Four.makes the wor'i go as Possible, for the election of dele- - Made
teen officers and instructors, all
mndi "Wein, Weib, und gesang" as sates to said state convention, but no
e Germans
graduates from standard EastN0.
Goods
say?
Love say county convention should be held
Right
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
and money say others. None of er than
7th. Until after
September
modern in every respect.
these.
Tis water clear,
sparkling, the first state election in November,
Thirty years' of experience in
13 THE MOTTO OF
Regents
aiamond, glinting water. Water cold 112, said committeemen should fix
rom
in seme of the largest
E. A. CAHOOX. President.
the snows, water gleaming with the number of
tailoring
delegates that each
J. E. RHEA,
tne rainbow flash of
104
trout; water that Precinct is entitled to in the county cities in Europe and America.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
carries life, happiness,
health and convention which this committee
SANTA FE. N. M
JOHN W. PuE. Secretary.
Telephone 157 W.
to us millions of
should be one delegate for ev- W. A. F1NLAY.
dependents.
Ananyu," the ancient Pueblos, or ery ten votes or majority fraction 101 Washington Avenue.
For particulars and Illustrated cataIt will not pay you to waat your
lauea nnis emblem of a mythis thereof cast for the republican candi
logue, address,
power.
tiem writing out you legal form
Awanyu" the preserver of dat tor delegate to congress at tho
' Pbooe.6Iack 223.
1
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.
when you can get them already print-- '
water, the guardian nf cnrlni..
mne
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt
iiiu cenernl e'ertlnn nt
streams
Like the nnrlotit
Tf pnntoct cTinnU nloA vrnA
v
TJ.i..
4illUU
LUQ
uuvuiu alloc
Goods Called for and Delivered
309
aniva , Awanyu wag M,u"
irC'" ,
Company.
the preserver of stat convention, the papers In regard

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " Goods.
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Nwouk Letter

Your Backache

flrr

WITH

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
Hampers you in your work.
Besides that, it means something wrong with your
kidneys; a weakness, an
inflammation, a breaking;
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues, roley Kidney ilia
is the true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,
strengthen and heal your
kidneys, regulate the action
of your bladder, and drive
out Backache and Rheumatism.
They
will make a strong, well man of you.
No habit forming drups. Try them.
For sale by all druggists,

one-thir- d

r

Las-cerd- a

j

theier

1

2S.
Cloudcroft, N. M., Aug.
is never behind. When there
is anything doing you can count on
Alamogordo being well represented.
This season larger crowds than ever
before have been coming up from
Alamogordo to Cloudcroft to enjoy the
and
night
air
cool
Saturday
dance at the Lodge there were more
than any
people from Alamogordo
other place.
F. C. Polac, assistant cashier of
the First National bank at Alamogordo, was one of the party who attended the dance at the Lodge.
C. M. Hunter, a well known business man of Alamogordo, spent Saturday and Sunday In Cloudcroft.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Morgan, of
Alamogordo, were visitors here Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. W. E. Warren, wife of W. E.
.Warren, the Alamogordo druggist,
was one of the party attending the
dance at the Lodge Saturday night.
Miss Ella Jackson, daughter of Mrs.
Rue Jackson, of Alamogordo, came up
Saturday night to attend the dance
at the Lodge.
Marshall Parker, a well known in-surance man oi Aiamogoruu, visneu
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Parker here Saturday and Sunday.
Emmett Hancock, of Warren's drug
store at Alamogordo, visited his
brother J. Ben Hancock of Bailey's
pharmacy Sunday.
Miss Vera Warren, of Alamogordo,
was a Saturday and Sunday visitor
from Alamogordo.
from
H. H. Major, attorney-at-laAlamogordo, visited Cloudcroft Saturday and Sunday n!ght.
Mrs. H. A. Hansen and Miss Hazel
1

Hansen attended the dancj at the
Lodge Saturday night.
Miss Treasure Hartman was a Saturday and Sunday visitor in the city
from Alamogordo.
Judge A. M. Major came up Saturday night from Alamogordo.

Mrs. R. H. Burk, of Alamogoi la
was a member of the excursion parv y
Saturday night.
W. A. Hansen arrived here from
Alamogordo Sunday.
Miss Nino Warnock. of Alamo
gordo, Is visiting Miss Hazel Shelton.
Howard Beecher, 6f Alamogordo,
is visiting in Cloudcroft.
Rev. M. F. Egan returned to Alamogordo Sunday night.
Miss Sutherland, who has '.een via
itine in Cloudcroft, has returned to
Alamogordo.
Thos A. Hunt, of the U. S. army at
Ft. Bliss, is a Cloudcroft visitor.
from Ft
Lieutenant Nicholson,
Bliss, attended the dance at the
Lodge Saturday night.
Geo. R. LeBaron. who came up for
a week end visit with his family, re
.

Techmor,

of a hobby here

p. in.

as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE
NOBODY

class.

Sizes, 5 to 8
Prices, $1.00 to $2,00

conclave fourth Moii- EASLEY & EASLEY,
day in each month at
. Chas. R. Eatley,
Masonic Hail at 7:30 Chas, F. Easley,
aw.
Attorneys-atp. m.
Practice in the Courts and befora
W. H. KEXXEDY, E. C.
Land Department.
V. E. GR1FF1X,
Recorder.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Lodge of Per- Santa Fe, X. M., branch Office, Estan-ciN. M.
fection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfcrt-TISE- ?
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
Tell your story to
7::.',0 o'clock in the evening in Mason2,000,000
Readers
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Twelve Dollars.
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in- We will place your
advertis
vited to attend.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunS. G. CARTWRICIIT, 32.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeVenerable Master.
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
B. P. O. E.
AGENCY,
Santa Fe L IgeXo.
Taos, New Mexico.
400, B.
IV 0. E.,
holds its regular
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
session on the secDentist.
ond
fourth
and
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Wednesday of each
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
month.
Visit ing Phone Red r,.
brothers are invitOffice Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
ed and welcome.
And by Appointment.
FRANK T. BL ANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
P, M. A. LIEXAU,
Physician and Surgeon.
Secretary.
Office and Residence Washington.
Santa
Fe Camp Ave., next door to Public Library.
13011, M. W. A. Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
meets second Tues- 2 to 4 p. in. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
day each month, social meeting third
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit
ing neigntiors welcome.
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
AVE
CHAS. A. R1SIXG, Clerk.
a,

our

Sizes,

1 1

Prices, $1.25 to $2.25

Sizes, 2y2 to 6
Prices, $2.00 to $3.00

SHOES FOR BOYS

- BUTON OR LACE

1 1

Sizes, 8 to 12
Prices, $1.15 to $2.00
-- -

j

W

I

84 to

Sizes, y2 to 2
Prices, $1.50 to $2.50

J

srl

Sizes,

13

to

Prices, $1.25 to $2.50

Sizes, 2l2 to 6
Prices, $1.50 to $3.00

urnro

mum on

Mr. O. L.

t

-
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32nd Annual

1I

DR.

I

How to Inculcate Truthful
ness, .Miss O. L. Meeker.
:15. How to Make Christians of1
Catholic Children Without
Teaching
:

F. W. FARMER
No.
Homestead
2879. Brotherhood

of American Yeomen.
Meets first Friday of the month

Mnisv

I.").

SMMi

II. Foreman,

ril'ellts, Sill lit. J. C. Ross.
3:45. A Method of Bible Teaching
for More Advanced Pupils, Rev. A. C
Heyinan.
Social.
Evening:

Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

at the Fireman's

A

J. A. DIAZ,

Hall.
E. P. Robinson.
David
Cor. Sec.
Gonzales.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl Department of the Interior,
Latest sporting news in the Santa in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth- V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
ers always welcome.
Fe Xew Mexican. Read it.
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
Xotice is hereby given that Ramon
A live paper makes a live town. FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. Quintana of Pecos, Xew Mexico, who,
Lodge Xo. 25!), holds its regular on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
SW
meeting on the first Thursday of each Entry Xo. 11930, for S
montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. Section 5, X
Section 8,
XW
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Township 17 X"., Range 12 E., X. M.
2

come.

I

32nd Annual

DAVID
mm

.1, A. RAEL, F. M.
GOXZALES, Secretary.

Principal

o

2

STATE FAIR

w

ALBUQUERQUE
10, II, 12, 1912.

Meridian, has filed notice

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria
Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pecos, X. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of Santa Fe, Xew Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Gar-dun- o,

Register.

five-yea-

Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in th
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

vis-itin-

All Stations East and West

1

AUTOMOBILE

AMI AIRSHIP

fjf

FROM

liffl

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

bonM

QUESTA BOOMS.

NEW

That Questa is the central figure
a large movement of people becomes more apparent each
day. This
week Cripple Creek people took the
fever and filled up our town and
hills with miners and
enquirers seeking investment. Automobile parties
arrive almost hourly and not a few
In

with

wagons

and

pack

IN EFFECT

SPEEDWAY

THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
D. K. B.

animals.

Latler Peak, the Hines property, near
Cerro, end the Red River district, are
the points of principal inquiry. Questa is the supply point. Our paper Is
too small to give the names of all
parties. Questa Gazette.

20 - MILE

It

FRANK A. STORTZ,

SELLERS,

President.
(J

Secretary.

of,

r
intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
1'. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
Mexico, on the 11th day of October,
five-yea-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X'. M
Pecos Xatl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Xotice is hereby t'iven that Ricar-dValencia of Pecos, Xew Mexico,
who, on September 3, 1907, made
Homestead Entry Xo. 11952 for X
SE
SW
SE
SB
SV
Section C, Township 17 X., Range 12
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed nor
tice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver IT. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, Xew Mexico, on the 11th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Priulencio Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tanPablo A. Gonzales, Casimiro
Gallegos, all of Pecos, Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Hegister.
4

MEW MEXICO

October 7, 8, 9,

I

W

I

T

.

Santa Fe, Nw Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

-'

SHOES FOR GIRLS

Orn-dorf- f

tZ

D. MOULTON,

Attorney-at-Law-

'or

Taylor, Miss L.
Vonum, Miss Ida.
Volk, Mr. Chas.
Wilson, Edna (2)
Walsh, Mr. Roy H.
Younger, V.
I
Means to Me, Mrs. Heald.
In calling for these letters
Xiiutber Work,
ft: 15.
in
ResinninKs
pleasa
state whether advertised or not.
Miss Frances Hawley.
JOHN PFU'EGER,
irnt(. iiiiavost lnlprinediate
r,.4:
Postmaster.
Pupils in Language Wort
Chapin.
MISSION MEETING
10:15. Grading the Plaza Schools.
ARE CONTINUED Miss Abbie Sawyer.
turned to El Paso Sunday night.
11:15. The Advisability of ExamiThe Inter Denominational
mission
H. W. Broaddus, of El Paso, is paynations. Mr. M. C. Allabaeh.
meeting continues its session today.
Afternoon Session.
ing his family a week end visit.
Alonzo
Rev. S.
Hal Christie came up Saturday The program for tomorrow is as fol- 2:00. Address,
lows:
Bl ight, D. 1).
night from El Paso.
Morning Session.
Session Topic, "The Moral and ReEugene L. Harris, a young El Paso
S: 15
Devotional.
What the Bible ligious Life of the Pupil.
attorney, attended the dance at the;
Lodge Saturday night.
G. B. Knight, of El Paso, is a
guest
at the Lodge.
Lee Orndorff is visiting Mrs.
in Cloudcroft.
Hiram Jones, of Mescalero, N. M.,
is a recent Cloudcroft visitor.
Mrs. Jno. L. Dyer, T. H. Dyer and
Mrs. E. W. Kayser, of El Paso, are
guests at the Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. J F. Primm, of El
Paso, are visiting in Cloudcroft.
Mrs. Cora Patterson
and
Mrs.
Mabel Jones, of Fort Worth, Texas,'
are visiting in Cloudcroft.
Frank J. Turner, of El Paso, who is
with Hixon & Co., is visiting his family here.
0. J. Binford, of El Paso, is visiting
Mrs. Binford this week.
Mrs. Laura N. Washburn is a
guest
at the Lodge.
1. L.
Tello, of Alamogordo, who has
given several concerts in Cloudcroft
is visiting here.
rru. i.r-liven
so Theatre" closed Sat
urday night for tho aeason
Manager
L.ee uavis will remain hero
days before returning to El Paso and
uarraway. who ha
t,..
during the summer season, will
to
go
California during the next few
days.
...s. u. u. Ma .ldin, of
Valentine,
lexas, is a guest at the Lodge.
J. A. Krakauer, of
the firm or
krakauer. Zorke & M0ye, El Paso is
vts. ing his family this
week.
Mr
iS a :nember of
the Cloud"
directory.
Edwin Chase, of
Alamogordo is
m Cloudcroft.
Miss Wood, of
Alamogordo is visit-ing in Cloudcroft.
Sunday was the prettiest
day in
Cloudcroft this season.
There was1
not a drop of
rain, the sun was out
ungnt an day and it was very
cool.
Many took advantage of
the,
pretty Weather tQ enjQy
""6, bo i, tennis and kodaking.
'

in

Ke Commandery
Xo. 1, K. T. Regular

HARRY

-'

IS!

EXCELLS

Santa
K,

!

It comes to Shoeing Children we're right

-

3

right in durability to stand the hard knocks
they're sure to receive. Just right in price, so

WHEN

17-1- 8

CHAS. A. WHEELOX,
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
H. P.
Seer tary.

F

,

i

?

iOR BOYS OR GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SCHOOL SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
RIGHT! Just right in shape to hold
the feet in a correct, comfortable position. Just

M., for week ending

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

w

School Shoes are a

sort

MASONIC.

Montezuma
Lodse
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
communi
Regular
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
cation first Monday
Rooms
of each month at
Oity Hank Building,
CapitsI
Masonic
Hall at
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, First
ALAX R. McCORD, W. M.
Judicial District.
CHAS. E. LIXXEV, Secretary.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Santa Fe Chapter N'o
Attorney and Counsel1 jr at La.
3, R. A. M.
Regular
Practice in all the District Court
second and gives special attention to cage
convocation
Monday of each month before the State Supreme Court.
at Masonic Hall at Office:
Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
7: SO

swiFrn

Are the Children's Feet Ready for School

LETTER LIST.

Las-cerd- a

CLOUDGROFT
CULLINGS

j

SHnmr

snHnni

Html

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
August 24, 1912.
If not cal'ed
two
for within
weeks they will be sent to the dead
letter office at Washington, D. C.
Atkinson, Mr. Chas. K. (3)
Austin, Mr. Arthur C. (2)
Cortigu Anatucus.
Collins, C. E.
Clonins, Mrs. Lula.
Castlcberry, Mrs. Robbie.
Duran, Mr. Alfred.
Kngels, Mr. C. kobert.
Em ens, Prof. E. A.
Fiancisca, Maria.
Gallia, Mr. Win.
Griglda, Mrs. Chole.
Kinibell, Mr. C. R.
Jaramillo, Mr. Gregorio.
.Jenny, Geo. J.
Johnson, Mr. Albert.
Hen-eraMrs. Carlota.
ljovato, Miss Juanita.
Luna, Mr. Manuel.
Lujan, Mr. Feliz.
Ijopez, Esteban.
Lopez, Jose Dolores.
Montoya, Miss Maggie.
Madrich, Domingo.
Murray, Harold T.
Miller, Mrs. Laura H.
Wilson, Edna.
Ortega, .Mr. Vitor R. de.
Padilla, Juan.
Prada, Luna J.
Plumnier, Mr. A. E.
Redding, Mr. Edward (3)
Rogers, Mr. Clyde.
Roybal, Mr. Jose L.
Rivera, Mr. Frank.
Rodrigues, Perfiiio.
Siva. Mr. Manuel.
Sena, Miss Josefina C.
Silve, Smiosia Siamiouo.
Stiles, Miss Katie.
Schmitt, Miss Helen.
, Schoper,
Mr. Chancy.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES PROFESSIONAL CARDS
!

and Rheumatism

Because the the hotel some time before her body
New York, A.ig.
city of New York does not pay living was discovered.
Not finding anyone at the pier to
wages, ICO employes of the tenement
house department, which is
arrest him when he arrived from
of the entire force, has quit the ser- Cuba to answer a charge of embezvice.
zlement, Dr. J. Nelson Elliot pursued
In a letter requesting salary in- - two detectives to place
in
himself
creases to keep his force. Jonn J. c.istody.
The steamer Monterey did
Murphy, commissioner nf the depart- not dock at the place the detectives
ment, admitted that the department were waiting. Learning the officers
efficiency had been impaired by this were to report that he had escaped,
exodus.
he followed and overtook them.
"The increase asked for is in order
In some ways Mrs. Antonio
adthat the department may make
finds New York livelier than
vances of salary necessary to retain the town she hails from. In other
employes, who have been in the de- respects it is much less exciting.
For instance, in New York there
partment for a number of years, and
who have had slight if any increase are subways and e'evated rn.ilrn.n1a,
in salary during their term of ser- and taxicabs, and murders at all
vice."
hours, and restaurants with bands in
New York Bib'e society reports for them, and chorus girls, and Fifth ave- July show 100 per cent increase in nue. All these attractions are wholly
distribution. The total exceeded fifty lacking in Mozambique.
thousand volumes. This is more than
On the other hand, when Mrs.
twice the number of volumes ever
sits down to her luncheon in a
New York restaurant, she feels pergiven out before.
u.iiuitr nun, liivt alliens, uuiauicu fectly certain nothing will eat up the
an order yesterday from Supreme waiter while he is serving her. In
Court Justice McCall for the arrest Mozambique, on the other hand, one
never can tell. The waiter may come
of her
George B.
manager of "The Pink Lady" back with one's piece of pie, when he
Mrs. McLellan obtained a has started after it, or they may have
company.
divorce in 1904 and her husband was to send another waiter.
Mozambique is in Portuguese East
directed to pay her $10 a week for
the support of their daughter, Pau- Africa. Not many people from Moline. Mrs. McLeKan alleges he has zambique visit New York. Probably
is the only woman who
She vlrs.
failed to make the payments.
wrote tnat name on an American
wants him to furnish a bond for
hotel register. There are only 13
support of her daughter.
white women in Mozambique, all told.
estate
for
The plan
appraising the
Mrs. Lascerdo. tells a number of
of Col. John Jacob Astor was decided
interesting things about Mozambique,
on yesterday afternoon in the office or
which perhaps the most remark-- !
of Transfer Tax Appraiser John V.
able is the disconcerting proximity of
when
John
Quinn. special
Coggey,
various carnivora, and the nasty
Suncounsel for State Comptroller
habit they have of helping them- nier, and Lewis Cass Ledyard, Jr., in selves to the
population.
behalf of the Astor executors, came to
"Why," she said, "the wild beasts:
an agreement under which there will
walk right into town in broad day- be only one appraisal of the vast
light.
Shortly before I left, a lion
realty ho'dings and personal estate.
came into the back door of the lios-- ;
Ethel Barrymore who, off the stage,
pital. He went into the kitchen.
is M,rs. Russell G. Colt, is to have a broke all the
dishes, grabbed the cook
town house. Mrs. Colt, with her husthe shoulder and carried him off
by
dwelling j to the jungles. No, the cook didn"t
band, has leased a
at 29 West Sixty-firs- t
street.
come back.
Asked by visitors to Wilson head"There is a station on the Portu-- '
quarters if society women had rallied g'tese East Africa railway called Bom-to the appeals on her campaign com- bay Creek. It is in the jungle. One
mittee working for Governor Wilson, day while a train was stopping there
Mrs. J. Borden Harriman said: "As a a lion suddenly appeared at the winsegregated class there is no such dow of a compartment, in which were
thing in this country as a society a white man and woman. The woman
c!ass."
was nearest the window.
The lion
Mrs. Mary Frei sat on Joseph put his paws over the window sill,
Labarola in a downtown crowded dragged her out, and all thev ever
street. Then she yelled "police" and fennd of her was her bones.
said her victim had robbed her house
"I was the first white woman who
Dr. Otto H. Schultze today obtained ever visited an
station
District Attorney Whitman's promise called Bartolniidis.
It took r.ie 15
to investigate the mysterious death days, part of the way on horseback
in a Broadway Raines hotel of Mis.; and the rest in a litter. One dav a
Julia M. Curran. The physician says lion ran past me, seized one of our
He said Miss negroes and made off with him.
she was murdered.
Curran was beaten to death. Schultze
"As for snakes we have some
charged that the police physician de- rea'ly large ones in the neighborfalsified his report. Ths hood. They will swallow a sheep
liberate
physician also said that tne hotel whole, without breaking its bones,
attaches told the police thft the and I have known many a negro to
young woman's man companion left go the sam way."

-

PAGE THVl

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q; Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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roftiroo

HME TABLE ALL

LUAL. I KAimO

1 westbound

and

Returning arrive at Santa Fe

No.'

6 p. va

'

cut-of- f
It will not pay you to waste your
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points shouij now time writing out your legal form
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 at when you can get them already printheretofore. Connection leaves Albu ed at the New Mexican Printing
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:21 Company-

a. m.
A Want Ad. In ths New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

!

j

.....

BUT (T WOULD JUST ABOUT BUST HIS BANK TO DO IT.

P. m.

Leave Santa Fe

r HOW

f

about something worth .while. For
despite any opinions you may have to
the contrary, bankers know the value

connect with No.

Leave Santa
m. to coThe following are the time table.
westbounl1
N
No. 4
and
of the Wil railroads:
eastbound
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:36
Leave
i
p. m.
8:10 a. m to connect w.ih No. i
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
westbound and No. 10 eastoound.
' nect with No. 8 eastbound
.
and No. V
t,

BANKER WOULD LIKE TO BUY BOSTON OUTFIELD.
When a couple of bankers get their
heads together and begin to talk about
a deal involving say $50,000 or more,
you can gamble that they are talking

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1912.

at

3:30 p. m.

at Santa

Returning,' arrive
p. m.

to

F?, 11:20

Red
"

MISER ft 8LY YOU
DRESSED !!
WHO
BUYS YOUR
CLOTHES FOR.
YOU.
LITTLE BOY ?
")

Cross

ot "iron men."

' Tell me what vou eat and I'll tell
you
what you ere." said the philosopher.
He might with equal truth have
"Tell me where you buy and I'll tell
you what you pet.'
If you buy here you pet foods of finest
quality, aiid in widest variety.. Whau
ever your tastes whether you like the
rich and dainty things or preier just
plain, wholesome eating
We have the goods to please you all
selected with utmost care, hv meu who
know. We warrant the freshness and
quality of everything we sell. And tue
prices are al ways reasona hie.
If you want a treat fur breakfast try our

Seals

,

ARB

,

Finest Food Products
In Widest Variety

Bring a Merry dinstmjfes

3Hr
J?k

1

O

MB0DY!.'

ONE
CENT

each
Red

ONE

'Mjyj
Hs&taafj

Electa

CENT
EACH

Coffee

Cross Seals Provide
These Things

a coffee of Improved

Public Education

Hospitals and Sanatoria

Dispensaries ami Visiting Nurses

Prevent Tuberculosis
and Protect Your Home
These

WILLIAM

FARAH-E.-

Capital Bar

This Year a Million

is Needed from
Red Cross Seals

WILL YOU DO YOUR PART?

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

Red Cross Seals Cost only One
Cent each, and should be used
on the back of all Christmas Mail

A
write to

the children who have made
home or sohool gardens this year are
to meet Friday afternoon in the plaza
at 4 o'clock where the eight prizes
for this season's work will be award-

1

Two bankers were talking the other, greatest aggregation of pasture patrol-on any team in tne
they men to be found
day. Vp to a certain point
country.
to
that
One
admitted
swing
agreed.
THE BANKERS. Jake Stahl (above)
the deal would be worth $50,000 to and
Hugh Jennings (below).
him. The other insisted that to put it
THE OUTFIELDERS in action left
through he would have to be sighted t ) right: Speaker, Lewis and Hooper.
rangements.
to a whole lot more than $50,000.
These two bankers are better
Jennings opined that he would willOne ot
linown in another profession.
ingly give $50,000 for the trio. Stahl
of the Wash- just laughed.
them) the
He realizes that this
ington Park bank in Chicago, is J. outfield is the real backbone of his
Garland Stahl, manager of the Boston ball club and that it would be suicidal
Red Sox. The other is a director in to part with them for twice $50,000.
a Scranton, Pa., bank, and is commonHere is Jennings' line of reasoning.
ly known as Hughey Jennings, mana- With an even break of luck, the three
ger of the Detroit Tigers, and the on- ought to improve for the next seven
ly man to win three American league years. Speaker, the oldest, is only TA
and Jennings figures that Speaker, the
pennants in a row.
Their talk was on the Boston out- biggest star of the lot, is easily worth
field, Speaker, Lewis and Hooper, the j $25,000, that Lewis ought to bring
1

WILL IT BE A SUB.
With each succeeding day the
world's series grows nearer. It's only

seven weeks and then the biggest
thing that happens each year in baseball will be contested. Which teams
will play for this high honor has not
been decided definitely, but it looks
very much as if this would fall upon
the Giants in the Nationals and the
Red Sox in the American league.
With the big series so near at hand,
fans are beginning to wonder whether some player, one who has appeared
in the roll of substitute all season,
will turn up and be the star performer. Whether one who has been a star
all season will fall down and lose
the series for his team.
Will it be a repetition of the world's
series in 1906 between the White Sox
and Cubs when the latter team was
badly beaten by the hitless wonders
under Fielder Jones? With the White
Sox Tegular third sacker on the injured list, Manager Jones was forced
to use George Rone, a sub, at the far
corner.
Pans remember what hapuened.
George Rohe, a man who was not
good enough to work regularly during
the playing season, came through and
was the stare of the series. His great
batting had much to do with bringing
the victory to the Sox, while his fielding was sensational. Then he fell
down, was sent south and this year
was released outright by Mobile.
Will it be the same way this season? Will one of the lesser lights
1,1
u"""u
"taming iasn- ,
lou nuu ub iianeu an over tne coun- try as the "man of the hour"? Should
the Giants and Red Sox win, this may
come to nass. Each team hast a pnnd

m

the

fa!1-

TODAY'S REPORT

'

J

.

,

seriThe
ousness and
of the
show in every line of
cow-punch-

WATER

TODE

MARK

MARK-WATE-

M chicag0 '

ylf.n

Si. Louis

T

'

only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
by Clarence E. Mulford
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

i.

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

thm

.t,.

a

time

v.t

fh

R ' H' E'

.

9

9i

Lavender and Archer, Sallee, Geyer

,

j

difference.

RETURN.

FE

QilC

PtiIv

SANTA F
ALL THE WAY.

H.S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE,

N. M.

.

. . $1.50

and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M.

'

32nd Annual

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day". Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you; will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

NEW MEXICO

STATE FAIR

i

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

I

12

Imported

and

AND

ALBUQUERQUE,

Domestic Wines, Liquors

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

October 7,8, 9,10,11, 12,1912

-

'

SANTA

& Co., Publishers
CHICAGO San Francisco

Rooms With Bath, .

i

I

FARE FROM

C McClurg

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the

...5
...3

o

AND

Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10, II and 12th
Return Limit, Sept. 16, 1912.

really productive.

.

j, ot far off when Joe Engeli
be one of the teadl
twirlers. In
At Boston-(- lst
R. H. E.
game)
n vm.th
HMiimnn np haa
4 4
.
..
.
J""'" n tMOSIon
Tmnnh rf o,,T,
oH uu uuc ,.,, ..ii
lc aDinty, ana who knows but what in Chieaer.
8 4
'
but one of them may be pushed into time he may be able to teach Jim
CaVrlian-- '
Benz and
ihe breach end vto the series for Ms Vaughn enough to make him a win.' O'Brien and
team,
in
addition
he
will have a lot of
;ner.
Or will it be like the series that ereen hanns tn trv nut in tn snrini
At Boston. (2d game.)
R. H. E.
ine ueiron ugers iook pan in eo that the prosuects for a eront Boston
3 7 0
iyiua vuuu, me greatest piayer oiuctiing staff are particularly bright Chicago
o 6 0
the day, fell down badly In two at this time.
Wood and Cady, Saylor, White and
world's series. His sensational base
Hugh Bedient of the Boston Ameri- - Kuhn.
great matting and all cans is "some" nitrhor a nr.nr.io nf
running,
else he does during the regular sea- - years ago at Corey, Pa., he
At Washington.
R H E
hung up
son was missing In the series with a record of forty-twstrikeouts in j Washington .
2
the Cubs and Pirates for the highest twenty-ou- r
innings.
That feat at-- ' St Louis
s 4
baseball hrnors. Will a star or tM tracted world wide attention, and aj Johnson and' Ainsmi'th';
Powell and
two teams .hat contest fall in the Boston scout grabbed him. He
waaJKrichel).
ame
ay.."farmed" with the Providence team.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
.He won eight and lost eleven games Philadelnhia .
5 '7 a
wun mem. The Red Sox then Detroit
DIAMOND DUST.
5
3
The Brooklyn
club has ordered BHVe lne 'Tovmence club five players
Houck, Bender and Thomas, Lapp;
m exc"ange tor Bedient Purtell, Mc- - Willett and
Shortstop Tooley to join the Newark
Stanage.
club at Buffalo. Upon Tooley's ar- - Hale- Killaly, Louigan and Janvrin.
Boston
tihinks
Bedient
worth more
Work for the New Mexican. It la
rival there tomorrow Inflelder Kirk- Patrick of the Newark club will leave than the five men traded. He has de-- working for you, for Santa Fe and
lor St. Louis to join the Brooklyn fpated the Athletics five times.
the new state.
Nationals. The Brooklyn club has
George Van Haltren, who, besides
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
purchased Outfielder Callahan and In- - being an umpire in the Northwestern
fielder Gets of the Elmira, N. Y.( league, is a scout for the Pittsburgh sees more people In one day than you
National club, has, it Is said, offered can see in a month. Try one.
State league club.
:

TO ALBUQUERQUE

friends.

)

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

vm

Hoc

th

The De Luxe Business Paper

n

4

Water-Mark-

STATE

One and One-FifFare from
All Points in New Mexico

man recommends to his

New York

REPUBLICAN

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
Sept. 12, 1912.

It's the kind of a book a

A.

j

trthino-

H

MS

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

(Fac-Simi-

greatest pitching staff that any team
has ever been able to boast of. On
AMERICAN.
what Cashion has shown of late, foe! At New York. Hst era met T? 14
- 2
gives promise of being a competent ew York
?
running mate for Walter Johnson by Cleveland ".
g 1' 1
nexi season, anu two sucn pitcners; Caldwell and Sweeney; Gregg and
van inn a team iiiuug even uiuiifeu (JXeill.
surrounded by mediocre
helpmates,
But Griffith has other pitchers of
At Xew york (2d ganle)
R H E
ability. Groom and Hughes are a Xew York
4 9 0
o 7 2
vaiuauie pair, anu li is ine opinion rivngnj
of the Old Pox, who knows more about! Warhop and
Sterret; Kalor, Bask- T

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe

MARK

'iyjFM mm

GAMES
I TODAY'S
NATIONAL.
postponed.

er

REGISTERED

Detroit at Philadelphia.

j

ed

$1.35 net
AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Pittsburgh-Bosto-

without a doubt with trouble
left at tlie factory

dare-devilt- ry

games-Chicag-

-

.v.

AiMotorOycle

good-humor-

AMERICAN.
Cleveland at New York, two
at Boston, two games.
St. Louis at Washington.

Pa
Rain.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

NATIONAL.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburg.

Pittsburgh,

Phone 239 W

255 San Francisco St.

THE AMERICAN

1

in for good measure.
Now you can figure just how much
of a chance there is for a swap.

Judge W. M. UcCredie $.1,000 for Ed-- !
die Mensor, the great iittle outfielder
of the Portland Colts. Judge McCie-die has taken the case under advise-- '
ment.
However, it is hardly likely ' that
Mensor will go to the Pirates until
the Cleveland club, with which lie- Credie is doing business, has passed
on him.

fJfiAPQ

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC

4

As for selling them, that is out of
the question. Of course Stahl might
be willing to talk trade, provided that
he secured in return, say Ty Cobb,
Joe Jackson and Clyde Milan, witlh
Waiter Johnson and Ed Walsh thrown

Doc Johnson, first basemon of the
New Orleans team, recently purchased by the Cleveland club, has joined
the Naps. Johnson made quite a record with New Orleans this year, and
is expected to become the Naps' regular at the initial sack. The youngster had a trial with Cincinnati a
couple of years ago, but was too inexperienced at that time to hold his
own.
The New York club of the National
league announces the purchase of another pitcher for fall delivery. He is
a righthander named Perryman, who
has made a good record this year
with the Richmond club of the Virginia league.
The Cleveland Naps have purchased Ward McDowell, second baseman,
of the Portland team of the Northwestern league, to report next spring.
McDowell is leading his league in hitting, with a mark of .337.
The Boston Red Sox have exercised
options on Harold Janvrin, the third
baseman of the Jersey City Skeeters,
and on "Dutch" Leonard, a pitcher,
now with Denver of the Western
the Houston (Tex.) club, has been
These players will report
purchased.

BASEBALL

Every child will receive a card
showing his standing in the garden

'

well.

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

contests.
The children will be addressed by several speakers and refreshments will be furnished them.
The parents are requested to see that
the children are a.t the plaza promptly
so that there will be no delay in
leaking the awards.

ed.

1

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles
!

LITTLE GeHRDENERS TO
GET PRIZES ON FRIDA Y
All

thirst

1

A

about $15,00 in any auction and Hooper about $10,000.
He beStaihl's dope is different.
lieves that his outfield won't give him
i'.ny trouble for at least ten more
years. As for the cash value of the
layers, he is really afraid to commit
himself. He has his own private opinion, but that opinion carries figures
of huich startling proportions ihat he
doesn't care to let the public in on
his secret.
At any rate, they are three wonderful players. All of them fast on their
ieet, equipped with superb arms. All
of them good hitters. They
have
caused other American league clubs
a 'ot of trouble this year, and if they
get into the world's series they are
sure to worry the Giants or Cubs as

MIGNARDOT

MIL

THE

Last Year $300,000 Woith Were Sold

9

d

and
after long
It
makes a delicious drink, sensoning.
because the
biuer principle is extracted, but the real
coffee tang is all there.
A cup in the morning will "set you on
your feet" and make the dav's work,
easier. Sealed in flavor-tisrtins while
still hot, to preserve the uutural fiavor.

HARNESS, RUNNING
D. K. B. SELLERS,

V::

President.

m RELAY
FRANK

JOHN HAMPEL,

RACES

A. STORTZ, Secretary.

Proprietor.

COLORADO JSALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

iPERSONALS penrteeuxcphetlld Seasonable
SAYS ROOSEVELT

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00
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FALL AND WINTER STYLES

A. W. Bicker, of Albuquerque, is a
OH THE
business visitor in the city.
!
'b. Colonel
Aug.
A. B. Renehan has returned from a
Bay,
Oyster
Koosevelt declared loi.ay mat Senator
business trip to Taos.
snoiili!
Attorney Francis Vt'ilson .s absent Penrose, on his oUi
ha? e arrived. Also a line of
from the city on legal matters in Es- be expelled from the senate.
luul
this
Colonel
Roosevelt
potaken
tancia.
SERGE DRESSES and the LATEST SILK SHIRT WAISTS
LIINDHARDT,
sition, he said, in the letter to SenaMrs. I.ind of Bernalillo, is spendthe senate
THESE GOODS ARE READY FOR INSPECTION.
ing .a few days in the city, a guest at tor Clapp, chairman ul
125 Palace Ave.
committee,
investigming campaign
the Palace.
which
he
is
See Window Display.
contributions
preparing.
John Kerr is up on business from
the Duke City. He is registered at The Colonel made this statement tnis DID MILL OFFICIAL
alteinoon after he hail read from what
the Palace hotel.
SUICIDE BECAUSE OF
to be an exuact lrom Mr.
T. J. Scott, of Las Vegas, came in purported
PLOTTING?
the
Peuiose's
senate
lore
testimony
town for a few days and is a guest
committee to the effect :nat he advised
at the .Montezuma.
Inhn n Arclil.:.lil (if tin. S ml.-flit During Textile Strike in MassachuC. K. Lewis, of Las
Vegas, is in the company, to make a :..etou,l contribu
setts, Labor Leader Avers That
captwl on business, fie is staying
tion to the 1U04 cainpaiB.., lest tt.t
Capitalists Shipped in Dynamite to
the Montezuma hotel.
Try and Discredit Union.
company encounter ditUculiies in cerT. J. Sawyer
came down from tain quarters. Colonel Koosevelt said
Buckman yesterday on business. lie mat in his opinion this was an orfer
Boston, Mass., Aug. 2S. Interest, in
is stopping at the Montezuma.
conof protection from the government in. the investigation of an alleged
J. H. Hughes, of the state mounted return for a contribution and thai it spiracy by in jl officials to secrete dynin Lawrence. Mass.. during une
police, rode up from Cerrillos
on Uid not differ essentially lrom tne sale amite
colors, . . 5
general strike last winter, centered tohorsebncK iate hist night on business of police protection in .New York.
in tiie report of tne Suffolk County
Good
PENROSE
. .
5
day
Al)
to
his
office.
pertaining
grand jury which is expected within
Governor McDonald, Land CommisThe real fight in the coming cam5
Hose,
a short time.
sioner Ervien and State
Cold Hose, . .
5
Engineer paign, Colonel Kooseveit, declared
District
French left this morning on a road in- would be between himself and GovPolletier quesAttorney
All
Ties
Silk
15
a
be-- .
tioned
mill
number
of
ernor
officials.
Wilson.
He
tiie
expressed
spection trip through the south.
Opinions differ as to whether the inTail's supporters
u. i. "vihite, of Espanola came lief that President
All OXFORD SHOES of every description at. half price and
,,, ,.i,.. m,,,
.,,,.,
,i;ri
ci,., vestigation influenced Ernest W.
"own to spend a few days in Snntri ...,
a
,..
.
many other bargains too numerous to mention.
great
of
conAndover, a prominent
uionei iiiiiue mis siiueiiieiu in uisFe, looking after business
interests cussing the situation in Pennsylvania. tractor, to commit suicide yesterday.
ne is stopping at the Coronado
Pill man erected two of tile largest
"We will beat Mr. Tall in PeimsvlA
Tiuuiis muse wno came np from vaniu a good deal woiv.c than we lie..t mills in Lawrence and was questioned
ADOLF
GOODS
CO.
Aiimqtieripe yesterdav were J
Mil him in tinprimary," said Colonel recently by Mr. Polletier regarding
!
and M. L. Shetr, Hoth of 'whom
am con- any knowledge he might have had ot
Roosevelt, "and personally
are guests at. the Montezuma
the distribution of ilyr.amiio in that
hotel.
vinced that we will carry 1'eniisyh
M. A. Gonzales and
his brother
without difficulty lor the progres(ity.
Tomas Gonzales, came in town
The investigation by the grand jurv
as everywhere
There,
from sive ticket.
'"eir nome m Ahiquiu yesterdav on cloe, the light is between Mr. Wilson was based on allegations flint dynaousmess. They are
stopping
the and myself. The Tatt supporters, as mite was purchased in or near Boston
Montezuma.
and sent to Lawrence for distribution
shown by the action or Messrs.
in certain places. It lias been further
F. v. Draije of
and
Aiviibold
have
the
not
slight1Io,Kegi wh(rp t,)p
uptothe-minut- e
est idea of electing Mr. Tall. Moie-oer- , alleged that an attempt was made to
Santa Barbara T'o'e and Tie
compnnv
lead
the
to
believe
care
the
about
little
that
is located, came into
it."
public
they
the citv last
Wits to be used by strikers to
Colonel Koosevelt said his conti'o-!vusnight and is registered ai the Monte-ztimwith Senator Penrose was
damage mill property ami thus cast
hotel.
capital campaign material for odium upon the unions.
him, suon as the l.oiinier affair gave
TELLE2 VISITS STEEVER
ITALIAN FLEET MAY
him in ttie spring campaign.
IN TEXAS.
BOMBARD E El RUT IF
"Lorimer is done for now," he said,
f am indebted to Senator J
TURKS SHCW FIGHT.
"and
'
(Continued from Page One.)
for tilling the war chest with
A Special Sale on all
Civilians in III Fated Town Are Highly
ammunition again."
able to invade
Ingrain Delton
the Pacific coast
Nervous Because Many Were Killed
In reply to the inquiries as to wh)
states.
in Previous Encounter.
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Reports from the south are more William l,oel, Jr., of .New York, had
silent so long regarding
cam
kept
encouraging.
Iii irut. Syria, Aug.
x.
A squadron
ipaign contributions, Mr. Roosevelt ol
Italian warships comprising
mx
answered by saying that lie had been
Juarez, Mex., An
2S.
vessels anchored off this port this
Rebels, on- - reluctant to summon his
secCO.
private
ar.iin.
..iniB auoiu Mm
miles south of retary into a controversy, but that morning. Their object is unknown.
Juarez, ore preventing the
The
is
well
the
city
patrolled by
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
repair of when Mr. Loeb offered his aid, he felt
the Mexico Northwestern
Turkish garrison and all is quiet.
railway on the time had come ror Loeb to tell
The war vessels had previously
which they burned bridges
he knew about the matter.
yesterday.
A force of unknown
the port of .Jaffa, in PalColonel Roosevelt
said that his
has held
strength
i:p a railway
work train movins files of letters bearing on the whole estine, and also the Syrian sea ports
south. Another work train which left "latter had been removed to "a sate o'. Haifa Acre but had not attempted
FIRE
a landing nor fired any shots
INSURANCE
here is guarded by 300 federal
FIRE
troops place," and that there was no danger
The populations of the coast towns,
nun aruiiery.
of their being stolen or being mislaid.
however, show signs of nervous tenfieason for the destruction or the
FFnpnppAvRESTWENiT0NLv
sion, fearing a repetition of the bomroad as well as the prevention of its MIGUEL
Z.
i ww
i viilUkfcSACAbllPAVntTOFIjv!
ORTIZ IS
bardment of last February when sixty
baffles
repair
authorities here as it
to handle that Modern Five-Roowere killed and many
DEAD AFTER LONG
not believed that many rebels inDwelling. Balance on
wounded in the streets of Beirut by
vest the country southwest of Juarez.
terms
w ith fine fruit and shade trees.
to
suit.
lot
easy
Large
ILLNESS AT HOME the Italian tire.
The Northwestern, a Canadian
This is a real BARGAIN and worthy of your investigation.
and
At that time a number of old TurkAmerican owned road, has suffered
ish
as
well
as cruisers and
gunboats,
merchant
Miguel Ortiz,
great losses during the various revyears old, died a torpedo boat were sunk while lying
olutions.
It was opened early this of Santa Fe, forty-nvot at anchor in the ports.
week over its entire length from the this morning from Inflammation
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
the
stomach following a long illness
of
Chihuahua
to
city
the border, only at is home In this
city. The funeral GENERAL LEA WILL
to be cut Again by rebels.
w,d be heid Friday morning from tiie
RETURN TO CHINA.
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
San Diego. Calif., Aug. 2,?. The church of Our lady of Ouadalupe and
burial will take place in Guadalupe
2S.
Ocean
Park
Gen
Calif., Aug.
Mexican steamer Benito Juarez, recemetery. Mr. Ortiz is survived by a eral Homer Lea, former military adported captured by the revolution
wife and two
viser to the Chinese
revolutionists,
ists at Mazatjan several days ago, ar - Alz is a well children, ilis son, Dan
known employe of t!ie plans to return to the Orient in the
rived today and reports great activ
local postoflice. Mr. Ortiz is survived near future and resume his military
ity along the Mexican coast. Captain by three brothers and two
The temporary blindness
sisters, all duties.
Mira itla said the gunboats Guerrero well known
citizens. Trinidad Alarid. which resulted from the bursting of a
and Tampico, were guarding the port
.
deputy assessor is his
hlood vessel in his head and caused
jof Mazatlan when the Juarez clear-- i
Mr. Ortiz was' well Known
to all his return to this country about four
ed.
residents of Sant:i Fe for Ills nliKnliito months ago, has passed away, it is
The Mexican government, he said,
integrity and his many lovable quali--wa- stated, and the author and soldier of
exerting every effort to prevent ties. He was a good husband, a good fortune is
ready to resume his career.
'he smuggling of arms and atnmuni- - father and an excellent citizen. His
C.
General Lea has been staying here
tion to the rebels and the gunboats death will be mourned by all.
since his return from China.
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Phone. W 204.
were constantly employed transport-MOORS REFUSE EVEN
ing troops to strategetle points.
TO TELL FATE OF MANY
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
FRENCH OFFICERS TAKEN.
sees more people In one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.
Articles of incorporation were fi!ed
Citizens Are Indignant Over Reports
That Spaniards Are Furnishing Mun- in the corporation commission's offiep
itions of War to Dusky Warriors.
Latest sporting news In the Santa
today for the formation of the Morris r. Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
Fe New Mexican. Read It.
Paris, Aug. 28. Public anxiety "was State hank at Gallup, New Mexico. II
STERLING SILVER.
intensified today over the fate of the will be a bank of discount and de-- ; I
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
French officers held as hostages by posit, with a captiol of $:;o,ii(o, and
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
for fifty years,
the Moors under El Hiba at Marakeah, it is incorporated
Gold
Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
and
Morocco. Emissaries have been dis- William H. Morris is the president,
H.
KAUNE
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
patched to Marakeah by the French George YV. Riddell. Jr.. cashier, while!
commander, but have obtained no in- the directors are Win. H. Morris, Geo.
San Frantisco
W. Riddell, Jr., and Stella R. Morris. (t Reliable
formation.
Jeweler
Street
General Lyautey, the French resfor
A little want ad costs nut a few
ident governor, reported to the foreign
office today that volunteers who had cents and brings
wonderful
results
when published in the New Mexican.
undertaken the dangerous duty had
from El Hiba's headquarters Try one.
where they ihad in vain tried to effect
;a ransom and could not ascertain the
Today's news today. You get it in
lot of the prisoners.
the New Mexican.
The French column commanded by
Colonel Mangin has been given full
liberty of action to proceed to the sue-- ;
cor of the hostages if such a step
should be thought advisable.
The French troops, however, are too
fully occupied
to do anything in
on Qal-ist- eo
Sixty-fo- ot
!that way, having their hands full in
blocking the progress of the Moorish
'pretenders forces towards Fez and
Mngazin.
Profound
has been
Indignationaroused throughout France by the
up
report that the Spaniards had given
TEL26W
Fire, Life, Accident,
assistance to El Hiba, wliom it was alEtc. Etc.
Plate
Glass,
leged they had supplied with arms.

Millinery

Business

Does a General Banking

PAGE

"PALMER GARMENT"

-

MRS. W.

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUG

KLIN, President.

,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

JULIUS H. GERDES

ANTI-UNIO-

l

;

'

I

Established

Incorporated

1856

1903

Special Sale for Saturday, August 24th

MID SUMMER BARGAIN

Gingham, fast
Bleached Muslin,
Ladies' Black
Children's

...

AT COST

cts.

We offer these Exceptional Values,
Can You Equal Them?

Pitt-ma-

Ladies' Summer Parasols, $1.00 to $5.00
Petticoats made of Good
Quality Gingham,

.....

75c to $1.00

WAISTS and WHITE
We will also
SKITRS ALL AT AND BELOW COST.
on
have a big drive
to 20c value.
Your choice,

15c

AWMC

I

" llJ

ee

-

,

Some

All New

iOc Per Yd. Patterns

FURNITURE ITEMS

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

ONLY l2J4c.

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

'en-ros-

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

LOOK OVER THE

OR!

SELIGMAN

Pen-los-

of Percales. Best, 36i nches wide, this week

Our New Line

n

1

Our entire stock of LINQEREE

1

cts.
cts.
cts.
cts.
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on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See
us before closing a deal elsewhere.
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well-kno-

Z JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, MANAGER,

wn

o

1

t

& CO.
O. C. WATSON
Phone. Red 189.
l)9San Francisco St.,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

1

SWEET PEAS

father-in-law-

MULLIGAN

k RISING,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

FURNITURE

Next Door to Postoffice.

s

JAMES

McCONVERY,5

OFFICIAL NEWS

i

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

S.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

CC.

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

-'

BY FIRST MAIL.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

H. C. YONTZ,

While they last
which will
not be long,

APRICOTS

FOR SALE!

JOHN MAYES

'

cts Per Pound

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
Three
front lots
Road, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE!

INSURANCE

-

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

-

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

WORK RETURNED

I

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

call

The Daily Receipts of

FRENCH OFFICER IS
X
.
BURNED IN
Doual, France, Aug. 28. Lieu- - Hi
tenant Louis Felix M. Chanden- ier of the aviation corps was
burned to death while flying in
his areoplane today.
Jf
He started from this city for
the city of Chalons on the test
necessary for the acquisition of
the pilot s certificates.
When he
reached
about
half the distance, his petroleum
tank burst into flames and the
machine crashed to the earth.
The young officer's body was
completely, consumed.

LEONARD

REAL ESTATE

MID-AIR-

QVSPER ST.

1

Telephone

9 W

LasCrucesCantaloupes
Go Like Hot Cakes

Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Or at Least His Capital!
A

Five Widely Different
Easy-Sellin-

g

Magazines

Want a Representative
To Cover Local Territory
There is Big Money for the
rtebt persou. Man or woman,
young or old, It you ant work
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
write at once to

H

I
I

THE

BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO.,
liutterick Building, New York.

Where

Do You

SAWYER'S
Give Him a Trial.

Get Shaved ?

IS THE BEST PLACE
East of the Plaza.

THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM
All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE
TABLES received daily. If you
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
call on us.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drugstore

H.

S. KAUNE

i

GO.

Where Prices are ,Lowest
for Safe Onelitv,

"

Surety

AUTO iGARAGE
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Bonds
Seligman

All Kinds.

Telephone 194JW., Room
LAL'GHLIN

Want Ad. In the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
SANTA
can sea in a month. Try one.
A

FE,

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cor.

Cerecy-Sur-Sein-

Of

!

i

City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Ojrchards,
Land Grants, Etc!

and
Water

U

building,

- - NEW MEXICO

jjSts.

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY
Giving

the best service at all tines.

Phone your cal
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

The

New

V
.

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Giddings
William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year: by mall
Daily, six months, by mall

$1.50
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"All of Today's News Today

tePPl TTTT

"Religion,

light

REMARKS

heaven."

AS

FROM THE
SIDE LINE

Tne lawyer aif ued: "Justice, for it is the soul of peace and progress."
"Monty," said the banker. "It is the spring of all action.''The voting man, full of hope and spirit, cried: "Ambition.'Now' that congress has actually adOut of his garnered wisdom the weary old toiler answered: "Content.'
journed, we feel almost safe and sane
The pair of lovers, hand in hand, lisped together: "I.ove."
again.
"Sacrifice."
smiled:
breast
The mother with her baby at her
The wild roysterer cried: "Pleasure."
Thev ihave a record breaking broom
The van invalid whispered: "Health."
P in the dry farmi"B seC,i"9
and1
To a shambling, grinning tool was put the question, He simpered
w hich sorter indicates
a clean sweep
know."
said: "I don't
fall.
this
-- from
scholar
all
them
the
the
of
wiser
And which, after all, is really
to the loo!?
A Philadelphia man was a crook but
0
lefonned and was elected a city al-- l
dernian.
Generally it is just the op- NEW
in Philadelphia.
the
pcsite
since
openmovement,
to
the
no
progressive
impetus given
Locally,
V.
ing of the campaign is of so great importance as the decision of George
Excuse us, governor, but we insist
Armijo to ally himself with the new party . He lias long been recognized on
knowing whether we can fight ten
as not only an active figure in the political field but his influence is wideas- and a sixteenth round or not. It's one;
is
of
The
universal.
progressiveism
and
his
growth
popularity
spread
of the issues in this campaign and we,
tounding to the old liners and they are simply bewildered at it, realizing that
insist, sir, we insist.
steam
roller
methods,
and
chamber
old
star
it cannot be stopped by the
which are the only methods tihey know how to use. Ilitt they might as well
Transferring a county fund to an-- j
attempt to protect themselves from a cloudburst by standing under a sieve
as to attempt to stay the storm of protest against boss rule and political in- other county fund is just, like putting
into another
money from one
trigue for personal gain, which has broken, and which is sweeping aside and we can't see pocket
where that is anythp firmaments erected bv the old organizations. Day by day new recruits
are added to the ranks of the progressives, which means an assured and thing out of the way so long as
there isn't a hole in the other pocket,
substantial growlih for progressive principles in the near future.

less as a building let the material be
utilized for some other building and

THE BYSTANDER
SEES

if

iiiiiiiiiiiimi"

if

id-

THE STRAW UOTE.

The straw vote season is on and the harvest is being gathered. It is
not discouraging to the Roosevelt party. Perhaps no class of men can morel
correctly gauge public opinion than the knights of the grip, and their judgment of the situation is usually considered of value. The traveling man
who writes from Iowa, therefor, telling of conditions there brings cheer to
the progressive headquarters in various states. He declares that out of a
poll of six hundred farmers four hundred were for Roosevelt and at a Dav-- j
traveling men twenty-eigh- t
enport hotel the other evening, out of forty-eigwere for the Colonel, eleven for Wilson and one for Taft. Were there no straws
there would not be any wheat and the straws furnish an indication of what!
the grist may be. "Iowa will be for Roosevelt," is the traveling man's ver-diet, and indeed the expressed sentiment would seem to carry t'his opinion
out. Young Mr. Hilles will have to revise his count.
0

The further exposures brought out in the Socorro investigation add only
stronger evidence of the loose and criminal methods of conducting the public
business in this state. The juggling of accounts, the illegal transfer of funds,
the taking of money for government rental and making no account of it,
together with other astounding irregularities call for a quick and radical

Tn ncrminilich tho lrdc.
It will Tint ho limit liv tho nlil nnrtiiati
sary reformation and to establish honest methods, a new deal is essential.
The avenue is open now for this change through the progressive party,
pledged to the people's interest, to square dealing, to official probity. This
opportunity is being forced upon the attention of New Mexico citizenship
by the recurring evidence of results under the manipulation of the old
guard. It is tip to the people themselves if they want a change.

"They kin say what they're amind
to about them two ol' cannon, says the
hev krowed Uncle
old cd9er' but
Tom fer ni9n onto thurty ye"8 and
do say ' myself- - Uncle Tom is
ef
tne champeen cannon gitter ov the U.
- senate
by heck.

Vmtic

1

j

Mr. Speaker, your committee on old
cannon, to which was referred the
qUestion of selecting a suitable site,
nas consi,iered the matter and begs
ieave to inform you that it recom-tiutniends La Tierra land grant. I move
vou sjr tnat. the report be received
and the committee discharged. Are
vou ready for the question?

.

"The conditions, the times, the great changes going on in this country
demand a new party. Knowing, as I do, that the democratic party is no
freer from the yoke of privilege than the republican party, I count it my
as an American citizen to enlist under the banner of the new party of
progress, and to follow the leadership of the greatest cihampion of popular
lights since Abraham Lincoln."
The above is not revolutionary nor demagogic, but a call for a needful
change. The words are from the lips of one of America's strong men who has
done things and who has become recognized as a believer in justice and in
i have the pleasure this evening,
the upbuilding of characters. The quotation is from the speech of Judge ladies and gentlemen, of introducing
Ben B. Lmdsey, delivered at Chicago.
to yoUi Hon George W. Armijo, who
0
will address you on the subject of
,
Even the Boston Journal, one of the substantial papers of the east, has !und grants, past and present. Mr.
come to admit the progress of the Roosevelt movement, and its remarkable Armijo will speak especially to the
people. If Uncle
growth. It has astounded the old conservative element and they do not know
Tom is in the audience, he will confer
how to meet it.
!a Sreat favor upon the committee by
It declares:
"The uprising that swept Roosevelt into control of every primary was escorting himself to a seat of honor,
not the incident of a moment. It was the first rolling wave in a great dem-- ! on t,le l'latfot m.
oust ration of the people.
And in passing, Mr. Speaker, I
"The second enormous breaker has begun to rise to a crest. It has the
dynamic power of a contest for living principles. This is why, sire to remind this honorable body
like the movement of the spring, it constantly gathers new and greater force." 'hat we are "as far from our rails"
o
as ever and the session is drawing to
"In accordance with our understanding, I am enclosing $215,000," has not a close. I therefore move you, Mr.
been explained by Senator Penrose, to the satisfaction of the American peo- - Speaker, that a committee of three be
pie. The discredited Pennsylvania leader scoffs at the documentary evidence appointed to draft a suitable revohi-o- f
and report to this honorable body
the order of the return of Standard Oil money for Roosevelt, but the
nientary evidence, "in accordance w ith our understanding," invloves Mr. at tomorrow's session. It will not be
Penrose in such a manner that it will be difficult to laugh it out of the necessary to suspend the rules, Mr.
court of the American people.
Speaker, so I suggest that the matter
be put to a viva voce vote. All those
0
n favor will please say "aye."
A California man lived two months without a stomach and didn't know
The
it. Well, he was saved a lot of aches that come with the summer season, ajes" have it. It is so ordered. The
and it was not so bad as being without a heart, as is the case of thousands next business on the calendar is the
wild animal bounty bill. The clerk
of men who live rigiu along.
will read.
0
Some druggists are demanding that the prescriptions of physicians be
HERE TO STAY.
written legibly. That would take a lot of the mystery out of medicine, and
the worst of it all is that we would occasionally know what they were giving us.
Tuesday night brought the best and
0
most general ram of the season. We
That Austrian artist who says there are no longer any beautiful women, havs ;ad reports irom verious places
better travel in a steel car, hereafter, and devote his artistic energies to and in no instance has there been a
lack of rainfall
painting beautiful things like rai fences, cow pastures or hen roosts.
-This rain insures fine grass and
Another text in our creed:
good crops to most of the people who
Protective tariff to equalize conditions of competition here and abroad; have tried and who have not been
no protection for industries unfair to labor; present tariff
unjust; "non- over cropped. This crop means new
barns to store the feed and more
partisan, scientific tariff commission."
0
stock to eat it. But this is not all. It
A scientist says that twenty-fivper cent of deaths In aviation are due is a great encouragement to the
to poor construction. We thought they were caused by falling from the
and will cause him to plant
machine.
next year on a larger scale. Yes, sir,
.
0
and stock raising in east-- ,
It has not been revealed whether any of the money that was illegally ern New Mexico are here to stay.
diverted In Socorro county, changed hands in a hotel bath room.
Bard City News.
y
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Today's news today,
the New Mexican.
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.HONEY.

0

w:

of new and modern vaults rein

forced and barricaded with Yale

Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by

r :

without any apparent
effort, can raise, or develop, or grow,
or manufacture, (or however it is
brought into existence) such honey as
Adolf Fischer can. the wonder is that
the whole stale is not sweetened with
it, and all the animosities ana hard
feelings and bitter expressions are
not harmonized by the culture and
use of this delicious product.
The way I know about Adolf Fischer's honey is that the staff had some
of it, through the thoughtful courtesy
of Mr. Fischer, and the reason I am
making mention of it is' because it is
so eminent'y delicious and self satisfying, and altogether lovely. Tastes
differ, of course, but to me there is
absolutely
nothing that hits the
palate quite as convincingly and with
such complete satisfaction, as the
article denomireal, unadulterated
nated honey, when spread all over
notcakes on a winter morning.
They can talk of Lo Cabin maple
syrup, Karo, molasses, melted sugar
or sugar unmelted, but they all have
to take a far back seat, when brought
into competition with the genuine article with the delicate flavor and
matchless taste, known as just honey.
I do not know about the honey market in this state nor how much the
busy bees produce under our glorious
sunshine, but I would think that it
would be one of our recognized and
leading products, and that not only
could our own home market be supplied from our own apiaries, but that
we could have a wholesa'e honey production here and supply the outside
markets of the east
If everybody,

a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entru'st your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

ON HER SHAPE.

j

;

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

the present structure.
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IMPETUS.

The Standard Oil company tried to get Theodore Roosevelt.
mit they did not get him. Whom are they supporting now?
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s

E give to patrons the advantages
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"What is the greatest thing in the world?"
It was asked the scholar, and he gravely answered that learning is, for
it comprehends all and promotes all.
It was asked the artist, and he cried: "Art, for it combines matter and
spirit, botih at their best."
from
because it is a

rt
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THE GREATEST THING.

solemnly declared:

n

h

AH. WELL. SUCH IS LIFE.

J SI

The preacher

i

$1.25

Weekly, six months

$1.00

Weekly, per year

bite better or the stream in better
condition for fishing.
Miss J. Werdel and Miss S. Jahn,
both of Chicago, lett today for their
home after a six weeks' stay at the
Valley Ranch.

assistant to District Attorney Ward.
drove over from Ixis Vegas in the
27. A Wingos new. Everett Sunday, return-moto- r
C. and ing last evening. They had a most
of the successful day fishing and Mr. Wingo
Tipton, states he has never known fish to

RANCH ACTIVITIES,

Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug.
party, consisting ot H.
R. H. Wingo, Wa'ter Hoke,
First National bank and Mr.

RATES

Dally, per quarter, by mail
Dally per quarter, by carrier

$5.00
$2.50

VALLEY

Hit

Reba Dale, a member of a musical
comedy company is getting a reputation on her shape. It is not remarked
in the advertisements concerning her
that she can act or sing, but that sne
has a great shape. This fact was blazoned forth in a double page article in
one of New York's best known newshas
papers and the announcement
made Miss Dale a star in the dramatic
sky. The human form divine has
grown to be a prominent feature in
all our dramas and musical comedies
and our comic operas and has now entered also into our wax figures in
fashion stores.
Now those smiling wax figure faces
are put on the shoulders of all kinds
ol figures. These models are lop sidround
ed, thin chested,
unhipped,
shouldered, sloped shouldered, in fact
they are made to hit any malformation that may occur in the feminine
form, and when the dress is fitted it
makes a figure as perfect as any former', by the sculptor's chisel or brought
out by the artist's brush. When 'it
comes to the reputation of an opera
singer resting on her shape, the securing of such reputation ought to be
easy with all the opportunities offered
ot being made beautiful by getting
dressed through the medium of a
wax figure fashioned for any form.
Of course, we all admire beauty of
figure in womankind.
It is impossible to men, this beauty business, but
there is something beside mere beauty
of form, and that is beauty of character and of nature. In these days, however, it seems to be the physical only,
that attracts. It may be that the pendulum will swing back some day.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

THEM TWO OLD CANNON.
Two old cannon that in war days,
Bid defiance to the foe,
And hurled their shell and
shrapnel,
'Till the dead lay row on row,
But whose muzzles now are silent,
And whose lanyards out of whack,
Aare among the senate conquests,
Uncle Tom is bringing back.

The Montezuma Hotel

Let us live the old days over,
When grim war swept o'er our land,
And these two old fashioned
cannon,
Could shoot to beat the band.
Though their barrels long since are

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

rusty,

And they couldn't shoot 'em now,
Still 'twas Uncle Tom who got 'em,
'Twas Uncle Tom knew how.

As New Mexico develops
in Its Through the torrid days of summer,
'Twas he who labored hard,
farming and fruit production we realize more and more how varied are To get us those old cannon,
our possibilities and what a future
And they're quite a drawing card.
lies before us if we can only get our- The department didn't need 'em,
selves advertised, and this our chamThey were sort of in the way.
ber of commerce, our immigration bu- Still you can't get two old cannon,
From the White House every day.
reau, and our state fair association is
endeavoring to do. We have so much
that we cannot long go unrecognized. We've had delegates in congress,
We've had congressmen there too,
m

SAVE IT.
But did they get us two old cannon?
Xot a cannon, it is true.
Out by the depot ground stands a
three-storbuilding, once used as a So we'll, take 'era while we've got 'em,
With lots of frills and fuss,
school, but now deserted and closed,
standing as a sort of lonesome monu- And remember bors. forever.
Uncle Tom did that for US.
ment to what has been.
It is likely to be valueless to anybody for any purpose if not soon repaired, as the walls will fall, on one OUR PRECISE
side, at least, if not cared for and reI do not know whether or
inforced.
not the building is valueless and not
worth repairing. It it is worth it
something should be done at once to
keep it from destruction; if it cannot
be satisfactorially repaired, it should
be sold for what it would bring, and
the material utilized elsewhere. To
let this building fall, if it is going to
fall, and then lie in an unsightly
heap, for months or maybe years,
would be a grave error.
It is in the neighborhood of the depots, where every visitor from abroad
wou'd be compelled to pass it and see
it. The very first Impression gained
of this beautiful city of ours would be
an unpleasant one, and first impressions are oftentimes lasting. Now,
that an effort is being made to beautify our city and one of our city organizations is at work to this end,
every citizen should Join hands with
them and do all in his power to boost
the movement along. I have tried, in
this column to make such suggestions
as seemed helpful to put Santa Fe at
least abreast of any city in the United States. The cestructlon of the
buildin x mentioned should not be allowed to go on to the extent of be-
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPANV

E

y

You get It in coming but a crumbling ruin and an
eyesore to our visitors. If it is value

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

ARTIST.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
1

19 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

COMPANY.

Let us Explain Our New

year in the

.

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL AGENTS

This contract is a winner.

HALL & HALL

, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(04591)

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

KOOM2bacnaIibtcity

make final
proof, to estab
lish claim to tne land above described,
before Harry C. Kinsell. U. S. Commr.
at Stanley, N. Mez., on the 16 day ot

,to

September, 1912.
July 29. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Thomas Villanueva, Pino VillanueVillanueva of Galisteo, N. M., wno, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry va, Gregorlo Padla, and Jose VillaSection 14, nueva, all of Galisteo. N. M.
No. 11718 for NW
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Township 13 N.. Range 9 E., N. M. P.
There's a woman at the bottom of it. Meridian, bag filed notice of intention
Register.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.

AG7

eivie IMPROVEMENT

scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M. Mexico, on the 15th
day of October,
1912'.
August 9, 1912.
Pecos Forest.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
The meeting last night
in the
C.
Sketches.
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos, Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pcna, Chamber of Commerce rooms to conV. Models.
New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made all of Galisteo, X. M.
sider the proposed city plan was very
A brief explanation nf the scope ot
Homestead Application No.
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
well attended despite the tact that no each of these departments follows:
for SW 14 XE
S
XW
Register. special effort was made to get a large
A.
PHOTOGRAPHS.
XW
Section S, Township
SW
attendance.
s (photon ipaie. en. argej
17 X., Range 12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
print
Large
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.Mr. A. 1!. Renehan. president of the
of choice bits nt' Old Santa
has filed notice of intention to make Department of the Interior,
merits)
Chamber of Commerce, who presided
h ull be
Fe that still survive
final
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M. last
proof, to establish
evening, stated that the object hibited.
included
should
claim to the land above described, beThere
1912.
Aug. 22,
of the meeting was to discuss
the photographs of some of our old
fore Register or Receiver, r. s. Land
Xotice is hereby given that Jose P.
proposed plan, make suggestions, and
s! eet,
Office, at Santa Fe, Xew Mex., on the i.onzaies ot santa be,
Canyon
.
streets, DeVargas
wno, on iormiilate
"ways and means of putting
9th day of October, 1912.
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry same into force.
mad, Agua Fria street and others; of
Claimant names as witnesses:
No.
Section
our old buildings as Hicy were, the
for XE
Mr. S. G. Morley was first called
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales, 3i. Township 19 Xorth, Range 10 East,
old church of San Francisco now the
on
and after complimenting the work
of Pecos, New Mexico: Manuel Delga-do- , Xew Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
a few prints of which still
of the City Planning Board he sub- cathedra',
of Santa Fe, Xew Mexico; Juan notice of intention to make
exist. The old San Miguel. Rosario
mitted
the
f0r
a
following plan
Civic and Guadalupe churches before their
Ramirez, of Pecos, Xew Mexico.
proof to establish claim to the land
MANUEL R. OTERO,
which was more recent renovations. In fact plio-- ,
above described, before Register or Improvement exhibition
received with great enthusiasm by
Register Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
tographs of all tha' is left of out
Fe, Xew Mexico, on the 17th day of those attending.
Inative architecture. It is suggested
CIVIC
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
IMPROVEMENT
1912.
EXHIBITION that these
October,
prints bo in sepia, the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior,
Purpose.
warm
brown
tints of which do greater
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Francisco
Eucamacion
To further the movement of civic
Gonzales,
'justice to the original color of the
Dominguez, M. Doniingurz and Rafaei improvement in Santa Fe along the adobe than
August 22, 1912.
any other kind of photoXotice is hereby given that Jose X. Montoya, all of Santa Fe, X. M.
lines laid down by the founders
of graphic, reproduction.
Gonzales of Galisteo, X. M., who. on
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
the city. To educate public taste to
The purpose of this department
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
Register. the proper
appreciation of our won- would be to show what we have left
Xo. 11515, for S
SE
Section 33,
derfully charming native architecture to
S
work with, an inventory,
SW
Section 34, Township
as it
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ami to demonstrate its
15 Xorth, Range 9 East, X. M.
practicability were, of our stock in trade from
P. Department of the Interior,
and
in
possibilities
home building. To which we must
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. 'M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intenreconstruct our
urge upon our citizens the vital nec- tion to make
ideals.
August 15, 1912.
proof, to establish
or preserving our historic
wiy
claim to the land above described, beland
Xotice is hereby given that David
B.
MAPS.
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Quintana, of Pojoaque, Xew Mexico, marks and picturesque adobes- and ol
This department would consist of.
them
as the dominating the
Office, at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, on who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead 'utilizing
maps prepared by the City PlanX"E note in all plans for civic
the 15th day of October, 1912.
SE
improve-- ' ning Board, and would show the exact
Entry Xo. 010716, for S
merit.
And
to
Claimant names as witnesses:
finally
X
S
SE
hasten
SE
XE
the rea'-- i nature of the betterments projected
..
..
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Au- SW
S
SW
Ration of an inevitable .act-"S- anla
T
XE
XE
l.t.. .1.
una
the
the
toirist center of the south-- I task of ueparimenr. woum fa
XE
E
SW
SW
gustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena, XE
the
bringing
between
gap
the
west.
all of Galisteo, Xew Mexico.
SE
XW
SW
W
XE
Santa Fe that- is, and the Santa Fe
PLAN OF ACTION.
XE
MANUEL R. OTERO,
E
SE
SE
XW
that will be, or from the photographs
It has been
Section
XW
XW
SE
Register. E
agreed upon bv the "i in e acruai to the sketches of the
10, Township 19 X., Range 6 E., X. M. tity I lanning Board t0
hold in Santa projected.
Projected
Improvements
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenFe some time
during the coming fad can best be shown on maps which
tion to make three-yea- r
Department of the Interior,
proof, to es- a civic improvement
exhibition
to represent existing
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M. tablish claim to the land above deand so
".t . uie purpose outlined above It ;the function of thisconditions;
1912.
department would
August 22,
scribed, before Register or Receiver.. ? "'ought that a
be
to set forth the plan which is
graphic represents-- ,
Xotice is hereby given that Ixopol-d- U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, Xw
to
of the plans of the
City Planning 'be followed in making future civic
Gonzales, of Saiita Fe, Xew Mexico, Mexico, on the 10th day of October. tjon
Hoard will do more to
j
a word this departawaken public improvemeits,
who, on May 27, 1907. made
1912.interest, in civic improvement than ment represents the very soul of the
SW
Claimant names as witnesses:
Entry Xo. 11519 for X
nny
other
method of
SE
XW
SW
XE
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
presenting such entire exhibition.
a. Mtal
C.
question.
Section 34, Township 15 X., Range 9
SKETCHES.
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all
By seeing the improvements
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Ildefonso, Xew Mexico.
dona
will consist of waThis
department
iu miniature the citizens
oi intention to make
proof, to
MAXUEL R. OTERO.
will grasp ter color sketches, pencil, pen or ink
establish claim to the land above de- Register. more clearly the various ideas pre- drawings of projected improvements.
sented by the City
Planning Board .They will show how different parts of
and will the more
intelligently
work 'the city will look when the plans of
tor their realization,
because
they the City Planning Board are carried
have been actually
visualized
for out. Several ladies have volunteered
them.
j their services
to make sketches under
Four princple lines of approach are j competent direction and it is earnestsuggested by means of which this ly hoped that any one having the gift
matter may be best brought about of painting or drawing will volunteer
and these, it is farther
suggested, ''their services. This department can
slion'd constitute the four
priciple de- set forth as none of the others can,
partments of the exhibition.
Santa Fe wi'l
just how the New-OlA.
look. From the sketches of projected
Photographs.
B. Maps.
improvements will come the desire

THE TOPIC LAST NIGHT
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Nature's Way Is The Best.

Iiuried deep in cur American forest we find hloodroot, queen's root,
and stone root, golden seal, Oregon grape root and cherryhark. Of these Dr.
R. V. Pierce made a pure glyceric extract which has been favorably known for
over forty years. He called it "(Jo'den Medical Discovery."
This "Discovery" purifies the blood and tones up the stomach and the entire
It's just the tissue builder and tonic you require
system, in Nature' own way.
when recovering from a hard cold. grip, or pneumonia. No matter how strong the
constitution the stomach is apt to be "out of kilicr " at times; in consequence
the blood is disordered, fur t lie stomach is the laboratory for the constant manufacture of blood. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery strengthens 'lie stomach
puts it in shape to make pure, rich b'ood -- helps tne liver and
kidneys to expel the poisons from the body. The weak, nervdebilitated condition which so many people
ous,
experience ut this time of the year is usually the effect, of
poisons in the blood; it is often indicated by pimples or boils
appearing on t he skin, the face becomes thin you feci "blue."
if
'.More ih:ui a week ago 1 was suffering with an awful
cold in 7ii v head, tli rout, breast, and bodv," writes Mil.
.Iavks C. Kl'.vr. of Tin I,. Stivit. S. K
I). O.
"Si.au' ca'lcl it l.a (IripiiH, some pneumonia. I w as advised
bv a friend to try a Imiile ol your M, olden Medical Discovery.' 1 tried a. i Kit tie md it did uis much ton id that 1 feel
in saying it. is the greatest and bust, medicine, that I
ever tuns. My health is much better than it. was
It does all yoa claim fur it and in
using your medicino.
satisfactory."

WW

!

5UMMER

T 0URI5T

for the improvements themselves and
if properly manoged this department
will become the chief source of inthe camfor beginning
spiration
Santa Fe.
paign for New-OlD.
MODELS.
This department will present plaster of Paris models of our most, historic buildings. The fol" owing buildings are to he modeled as they wore
originally:
1. The Old Palace.
2.
San Miguel church.
'.!.
San Francisco church.
4.
Kosflrio chapel,
a. La Garita.
These models will serve as architectural ideals and it is hoped will
eicvale the building taste of the comthe original
Ry showing
munity.
charm of these public buildings now
unfortunately obscured or destroyed
by vandalistic renovations, the fill lire
to
may be influenced
build along the right lines and thus
in time the right kind of civic improvements will be permanently
r

our old streets so that they may be
safe from modern izat ion ond destruction, as it is these streets which lend
the charm ami distinction to San'a
Fe.
Second.
The improvement of the
river bed by the constriction of low
inexpensive dams so as to form a
series of pools, the grading of a street
on both sides of the river, so that
when complete Santa Fe would have
a beautiful river drive on either side
of the present river bed which would
be transferred into a. beauty spot, instead of the present, unsightly bed.
Third. Joining of the northside
and the southside by a series of roads
which would connect with some of
the established streets and would
necessitate the laying out of other
new streets so that when complete
they would form a series of drives or
boulevards circling
the city. This
plan would unify all interests so
there would no longer be ony cases
for rivalry between the two resident
sections.
Another factor of the plan is the
establishment of city play grounds
and parks and the opening of approaches to the civic center which
wi'l he the plaza.
Mr. Jose I). Sena nnd others also
spoke on the proposed plans. Committees were appointed ond a special
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
was called for Wednesday,
September
1th, when full details will he worked
out.

Mr. Morley was appointed a committee of one with full power to act
bi working up plans for this exhibition, full details of which will be published in tomorrow's New Mexican.
Mr. II. H. Dorman
the
explained
proposed city plan. He said that
Mayor Lopez had been very enthusiastic nnd had encouraged the City
Planning Hoard in every way possible
giving it the money for the pre'imi-narAnother feature was suggested at
surveys which have been made.
The city plan as suggested has fhe meeting last night and which was
three vital factors:
well received.
That was the organFirst. The preservation of some of ization of a State Land Marks' asso- y

NEWS OF THE STATE

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

St. Paul,
$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

HE VAMOUSED.
Silverio Duran a 2u years convict
with about 13 years to serve, and
who was a member of the road camp
between Santa Rosa and Puerto de
Luna left the camp last Saturday and
has not been heard of since. Saturday afternoon he asked for a leave of
absence until S o'clock and left camp.
A $23 reward has been offered for
his capture. Santa nosa Sun.

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

San Francisco,

$55.90

$46.90
On

$73.35

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale

August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
LOW RATES

DEFENDING.
of Mrs. Philip
Kelley met an untimely death some
time last Tuesday night. "Wednesday
morning he was found dead near the
chicken house in the back yard of the
It is evident tlhat
Kelley residence.
some prowler intended raiding the
chicken house and that "Eph" met his
death while defending the place. His
death was evidently due to having
been hit on the head by a stone
dhicken thief.
thrown by the would-bHillsboro Advocate.

TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

e

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M.

BRAKE GAVE WAY.
Jennings, who lives on the
plains south of San Jon, narrowly esaccident Tuesday.1
caped a fatal
mn While he was coming down the cap
rock road with sixty bushels of
wheat, the brake suddenly gave way
and the wagon plunged off Into the
canyon as it was at the very steep,
sharp curve In the road. The
came loose from the wagon
and the team escaped. Mr. Jennings
jumped, out sustained a spraineu
ankle and several bad brulse3. This
road has had considerable work
donated by the farmers and citizens
On Sale Daily, Until
of the Plains and San Jon valley, but
should be further improved by the
county, es at present it is the only
Sept. 30, 1912.
road leading to San Jon, the nearest
market for a large tract of the south
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
plains country. Quay County Times.
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Postum
CEREAL
Atorflund roaae of different par's al wh"',l,J
a tmil portion ot Hew Oncans nouiw- .

wt

manufactured

Postum Cereal Co., Limited
Bllle Crtck,

Mich
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THAT GOLD STRIKE.
While in Red River this week, we
met two or three Cripple Creek miners who had just come from the new
strike on the I.a Tir, bringing some
of the ore with them. They claim the
lead was three feet wide on the surface, but the owners went down the
hill, running a tunnel to cut the vein
at 45 or 50 feet in depth. The vein in
the tunnel had just been cut into
when they left. The 'Cripple Creek
men were having the ore assayed at
the mill when we came away and the
returns from the assays have not
reached us to date. The excitement
is not as great as stated in the daily
papers, but there are a few good
prospectors on the ground who will
prospect the district thoroughly and
as
if the assays are
large as represented by the first reports that went out, there will be a
great deal of work done. The new
strike Is in the northern part of Tais
county on La Tir peak, near Cerro.
Taos' Valley News.

A Tin of

Instant Postum

on the second

day of

it

house

makes about 50 cups of a delicious beverege, tasting much
Javas of the Orient (so hard
like the mild, rich,
to buy at any price nowadays).
This royal flavoured
not only saves money in
these days of the high cost of living, but is preferred by
many coffee drinkers because of its pleasing taste and freedom from the coffee drug " caffeine."
It is regular Postum in concentrated form nothing
high-grad-

e

food-drin-

added.
It isjmade by stirring a level teaspoonful in a cup of hot
water and adding cream and sugar to taste- Housewives
appreciate that because it saves time, work and fuss in
the preparation of a meal.
ICED POSTUM First dissolve in hot water, then pour
into a glass or pitcher containing ice. Add lemon and sugar
as desired.
Instant Postum is sold in tins containing sufficient to
make about 100 cups at 50 cts. Smaller tins making
about 50 cups cost 30 cts.
Ask your grocer about it. If he doesn't have Instant
Postum send his name and address and a 2 cent stamp
to cover postage and we will send you a 5 cup free sample
.
of this new

July.

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

d

food-drink-

$46.90

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM

i

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
I

with,

20, D. S.

ski.

FUJI SALE

Two story residence on
60x240 feet. O. ti.

ralaee avenue. Lot
Watson

& Co.

POK
SALK
Fine
pony, gentle, r, g.aits.

young saddle
Telephone
Ranch, Tesiiquc.

FOR RK.NT In private family, to
two or four people, two nice sunny
looms: one has private entrance. Next
door to bath, electric lights, telephone. Address "L" care New Mexican.
Elegantly Furnrsried Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and bav-nall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
WANTKI) A young man over IS
years of age who writes and talks
Knglish and Spanish to work in a
law office. One who desires to be a
lawyer preferred. Address this office,
giving references. A. P., care New
i

.Mexican.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarSanta Fe Typiwriter Exanteed.
change. Phone
WANTKI) A male teacher with
slate teaching qualifications, and who

litis some knowledge

of manual training, to teach of. the New Mexico Reform School for a term of about 7
months and serve
ifuard fhe balance of year. Salary, $7u.00 monthly,
without hoard. A twelve months' contract will be given to a satisfactory
applicant. Correspond with A. C.
Sec'y of N. yi. K. S.. Springer,

Cel-lie- r,

Is there a hustler in Santa Fe a
really steady man who speaks Eng.
Iish and Spanish one who will conscientiously work eight hours a day
who doesn't want a detective at his
heels who Rill speak the truth who
will not prevaricate or deceive who
will not draw from his imagination to
secure customers
or whose
sole
ambition is to make a hundred dollars in 10 days no matter how he
gets it, or how he deceives. To be
ciean cut. tidy, dress as a gentleman,
and he need not have patent leather
shoes, for we want the man to shine
flt the proper end. Must not chew
gum, or smoke during office hours.
Some ladies can fill the bill better
than a man.
The work is to visit every Public
School throughout New Mexico, secure
teachers as pupils, or those who want
to become teachers, and to report
where a Business College would be
we'l supported. Where men and women, boys and girls, are hungry for
education, who want to push a pencil
for a living insteod of a wheelbarrow.
We want hundreds of these men and
women throughout the IT. S. A. We
pay expenses anywhere and credit
them with stock and expect
their
brains nnd behavior to warrant a success. One week's training at the
Santa Fe Business College is sufficient.

Are you suitable? Show us your
features and we can read your bumps
and see your character in your face.
NORTON,

President.

sold by grocers at 30c

Farming around Springer under the
Springer Ditch system has become en.
tirely of the dry farming order since
the dam of the big Springer reservoir
broke
Since
very
poses

room

WALTER

CAN USE LESS WATER.

that time the farmer has had
little water for irrigation purIN CONNECTION WITH THE
and the rains have made his
season's crops. August last year wa3
CHICAGO,
TURNED TURTLE.
a dry and disastrous month up to the
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
J. W. Sanders and little boy nar- 20th, but this year it has been entirerowly escaped serious injury Saturday ly different, as there has been suffi-CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
last. He was driving home from towni cient rains to make crops without irriand had just passed through the gate'. gation. This month also demonstrates
WITH THE
at the Drake place when a team driv- to the farmer that he does not need
en by a Mexican and a short distance the amount of water tie has been usback shied at a puddle of water, cauS' ing, that his crops do as well on less
ing the wheels of the wagon to hit water and more cultivation, and most
Paso
and
Southern
Pacific
viaH
Go"1?
and
A
returning
C A 1 1 PAD MI
to find this out.
the post. They started to run and Mr. of them
LALlrUIVlMA
same route, or via At, T. & S. F.
Sanders pulled to one side to get out The rainfall for June was unusually
of the way but was unable to do so. heavy, July was a dry month which
SAN FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,
His wagon was turned up side down, is not generally the case, and August
throwing the boy underneath, while' furnished more rainfall than the month
$55.90
the box fell across the lower limbs of, has a record for, altogether seeming
Mr. Sanders.
For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l PasThe fact that he hung to just fit conditions here, for fhe sea
onto the lines and kept his team front; son, which Is not believed could have
senger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
dragging the wagon Is all that saved been planned better had those interII. A. COO.ttER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M
them from serious lnjuty. The Mexi-- ested made and completed
the
Springer Stockman.
g can s wagon was aiso upset out ne
j

r

f.

"Eph" the pet dog

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

(Pr

postum

AOPO

Spanish-America-

DIED

1912.

instant

was clear of the w agon and escaped
with a few scratches. Logan Leader.

tJ

AOKNTS New hook telling all
about "Itoosevelt and the Progressive
Party;" enormous demand; complete
book ready; one smtile free to every
agent; highest commission or salary.
Also "Titanic Disaster," "White Slave
Trade." and SOU others.
Write
for free outfit. International Pible House, Perry Building,
Philadelphia.

i

HORSE CASE ENDED.
Pedro Muniz, the party that gave
bill of sale on the buckskin horse
which was illegally taken from F. S.
Brown last week, was arrested and
brought to Roy, by Deputy Sheriff
on
Saturday.
Hughes of So'ano
Muniz was arrested on a warrant,
charging fraudulent bill of sale. This
party, Pedro Muniz. gave a bill of sale
to
V.
F.
of the horse in question
reWalkowiak
and
subsequently
plevied the animal, thereby trying to
Muniz
annul his previous action.
waived examination and was bound
over to await the action of the grand
unto the sum of $1,000 bond.
The horse was recovered by his rightful owner, F. S. Brown, Muniz having
the
the horse in his possession
time of arrest. Roy

GREAT MUMMIES.
If' all the New Mexico towns that
have suicided by the
route are to be excavated as buried
cities a thousand years from now the
Smithsonian Institute will have to be
What handsome mumenlarged.
mies some fellows we know will make
if they have not penuriously dried up
and been blown away before the earth
covers over them. Rio Grande Republican.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

Los Angeles,

i

MAKE

One way via Portland,

Oakland,

I

RK.NT

N. M.

RATES

EAST AND WEST

FOR

furniture or not, Aug.

r

y

4

ciation, which would look towards
the preservation and restoration of
t he historic land marks of New Mexi-- j
to. An attempt will be made to form
such an association ot the meeting
The Woman's
.Wednesday night.
Hoard of Trade, the I. A. Ti. and the
Mother's club have been asked to at-tid and it is hoped to launch the
Lam! Marks' association with the help
oi the women of the state.

A

(

home-builde-

mini-dra-

SEVEN

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

of the Interior,
I". S. Land Offlco
t Santa Fe, N.
Mex., July 23, 1912.

Department

Xotice is heretiy given that Chas.
Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made
Homestead Entry No. 144SG, for Lot
SW
XW
Sec. 3, X
7; SW
Section 10, Township 10 X. Range 9
TO., Area
140.70 acres X. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before V. S. Land Office at Santa
I'e, N. M., on the 12th day of September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa Fe, X. Mex,
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, X. Mex.,
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, X. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A.

4

4

2

4

Register.
You cannot pet up to date printing
material
jnless you have
and facilities. The Xew Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
'.be same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured per-

sonal at.tent'en.
If you use embossea stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the Xew Mexican PriDtlng
prices will he quoted upon request
Our styles and 'orns are strictly up
to data

P

PAGE

between
is the difference
What
CADDIES ARE BARRED
cation made) to Henry Stein; nor does
MORRIS CHAIR FOR SWEET
MEN SEEK
UNDER CHILD LABOR
the warrant bear the bonafide signaMary's little lamb then and now?
AMONG ITEMS PAID WITH
DEAL WITH FLINN
LAW OF ATTORNEYS.:
.
WARRANTS IN SOCORRO. ture of Henry Stein. Another small
How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Freewarrant
with
this
'
connection
in
item
dom From Kidney Troubles.
IN PENNSYLVANIA
LATEST IN
is the fact that it carries Jan. 3d, 1911.
Able Barristers are Amazed to Find
(Continued from Page one)
as a date of issue and a treasurers
Have Cut Boys Out of
That
They
It you suffer from backache
D.
191U.
New York, Aug. 28. Charles
Lucrative and Healthful Business.
ers the assignment of the full claims cancellation date of D?c. 2d,
From urinaJ$dsorders
Item Xo. 13 W. A. Warrant No. Hilles, chairman of the republican naended
of E. H. Sweet for quarters
disease
of the kidneys,
$160.00.
Any curable
tional committee, issued, a statement
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 28. Having
1237.43, and salary
quarter 199, J. Robertson, assignee,
Use a tested kidney remedy.
No application is found in support tcday covering the alleged agreement approved a model uniform law, in- Warrant No.
ended
$150.00.
of this warrant the between Taft representatives and Will fan,la fry aHmttfr,,, hi' all tha states
Doan's Kidney Pills have been test- 90 is an
overpayment in its entirety of the issuance
bona- iam Flinn,
ed by thousands.
representing Colonel Roose- to prohibit the employment of chiland warrant No. 93 an overpayment endorsement is clearly not the
of the payee.
Santa Fe people can testify.
velt in Pennsylvania. .Mr. Hilles, said: dren under certain ages, the Ameri- of $73.00, (being 50 per cent of one fide endorsement
Same comment as applies to en- "We have received a proposition from canL Bar association discovered today
The full claim of
Can you ask more convincing proof .quarter's salary.)
Item No. 1 and others oil- Mr. Flinn in which he has offered to that it had
dorsements
v..
Sent.
ended
H Swpft for nuarter
ot merit?
gone on record against
1
111 NOS.
and 13.
or- - - Ituincr nccifrnpil
tains
n 1 GAG
withdraw the Roosevelt electors from the use in any part of the country of
wllpn
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
Pasquale Yanni, shoemaker, College
H.
IN
E.
RE:
SWEET,
is-the republican ticket and substitute "caddies" under 14 years old.
been
St. Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 Warrant No. 90, $107.45 had
ofissued
No.
I 3I
241,
January Taft electors in their places. The
Warrant
claim. The full
The proposed law as offered by
I gave a public testimonial in praise sued to apply on this
H. Sweet, amounting fer was made by Mr. Flinn in Fhila-- j
to
E.
1912,
end-4th,
i
H.
for
f
Sweet
E.
claim of
quarter
Fully one hundred years!
of Doan's Kidney Pi Is to the effect
to this delphia last Wednesday to Henry G. Walter George Smith, of Pennsylva-- sario cemetery. Mulligan and Rising
ed Dec. 31, 1909, $2S0.00
(of which j to JS88.65. With reference
mat no cniid less man bad charge of the arrangements.
nia,
provides
warthat they had cured me of pain in my ,,-A- ,i
account
this
for
and
chairman
the
warrant
state
o IV- ,- coiorvi
Wasson, republican
wwh letter
14 years of age shall be permitted to
LOST A gold locket and chain.
kidneys.
back, caused by disordered
ammint
nsRiynpri whpn War- - rant was given, your auditor submits anti William T. Tilden, president of work in or about, among other places,
return to this office and re- IF MARY STILL HAS THAT
Finder
;
Work obliges me to sit down a good :rant No. 93, $73.00 covered 50
Philadel-the Union League club of
per cent lor your consioerauon uie i.umuiS.
barber
shop,
house,
boarding
"any
reward.
ceive
weakened
in
this phia."
my kidneys, of
deal and this
Salary for quarter shown
salary this quarter. The full salof amusement
Some of the Nav&'o blankets In
While at work I
causing backache.
ju.uu.
to laundry, garage, place
Mr. Hilles said that, according
ary beins assigned, Warrant No. 93 accoum,
o.r club.'
Fe have not been washed for
Santa
suttered more intensely man at any:gl)ou,d not nave been issued for but
accounts
$150.00.
Col.
All previous
filed,
Mr. Wasson, "Mr. Flinn said that
cf Minneapolis, thirty years. They are cleaned Dy a
R.
William
Morris,
to
0U.
I
was
anxious
time
and
very
other
Roosevelt at Chicago had placed him nno. f tt,a tlipoo notrrnp lawvpra U'hn :n,.,n!nl rvcnr.iicc of the Sntita Pp Flee- Jury list in this account, $65.
j13000 the amount 0f claim filed for
'
Jury list in all accounts previously .in charge of matters in Pennsylvania had
She So Long Ago Did Keep,,
Give us a trial.
mseatei fay ,he executl
I
Learnine of Doan's Kidney Pills,
Item No 7 Warrant No. 340, E. H. filed, $35.00.
in.
"
hi Roosevelt electors names and replace
Some more new fall ladies suits
Item, delivering ballot boxes,
procured a box am to my delight, Sweet, $173.00
versea by the socmt.on, sent a tel- - Every express brings every day
We Figure
then, with representative republicans
they soon fixed me up in good shape.
and allowed. Record of this account, $230.00.
Approved
his resignation,
to our store. Salmon's.
With reference to this item, add! hUl0 wou,d vot for President Taft. eram announcing
During the past seven years I have commissioners
tou
touo
proceedings,
tional warrants were drawn payable He said that before foe could do this Tne resignation was accepted,
had no need of kidney medicine."
It there's a toilet preparation you That Little Lamb Ere This
for $373.00.
The recall of judges was formally need on your dressing table, phone
Price 50
to:
h must obtain signatures of a ueti-- !
For sale by all dealers.
Overpayment, $100.00.
$132.00
Buffalo,
Co.,
tion naming Roosevelt electors on a denunciated by the association as a t0 z00k's. it's Benzoin Witch Hazel Has Grown To Be A
cents.
Item No. 8. Oct. 1909, E. H. Sweet, J. F. Fullerton
Sheep 1
14;..00 2 o.ou Washington ticket. As the state law "fallacy" and as "tending to deprive and Almond Cream.
New York, sole agents for the United Account rendered
$231.43 rA F. Gibbons
and
257.45 w hich are represented to cover charg-- rt.quires three per cent of the total the public of judges of ability
States.
Amount paid
yeg ganta Fe is tast becoming full That Mary sold her Lamb to us,
bal-- :
e.5 of these parties for delivering
votet jir. Flinn estimated that it high character."
and
Doan's
name
jQ tho'se new automobiles!
Remember the
v ould take nearly the whole month of
$ 26.00 lot boxes.
Overpayment
take no other.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent Need not be among your fears;
Your auditor, with the records at September to prepare the petitions.
e
Item No. 9 Oct. 190S, E. H. Sweet,
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav...
MASONIC TEMPLE ON FIRE.
Includ- The Lamb and Mutton purchased here
J279.80 nana, cannot agree mat me
, Fiinn ,8 abte to
th:l,
A live paper makes a live town. Account rendered ... .
ing all modern conveniences.
2S9.SO for delivering ballot boxes in this ac- do this and that he will do it in good
The Masonic
steam heat and
temple, now
Amount
Read.
it.
electric
paid
light,
V'e fare making a live paper.
ing
count should have reached the total
of tender years !
said Mr. Hilles. "Our only ob- V building, was on fire for a few
raths. in the First National Bank Is all
would recommend that faith,'' to Flinn's
and
cl
$505.00;
10.00
the
V
M.
this
$
Jones.
minutes
to
state
F.
afternoon,
Overpayment
jection
republican
building. Apply
flames probably resulting from a
items V and 9 'as ner vouchers, nay- - Mi. Sweet be called upon to render a ticket now is that it 'has names of
Let us have all your quilts, comof
of
item
the
to
stub in the scaffolding.
able E. H. Sweet and as per approv- Proper accounting
Roosevelt men on it as electors. With
cigar
forts, blankets, carpets, rugs, etc.,
out
The
ai of vouchers on record of commis- - $230.00 that is claimed by him.
not
was
done.
for
we
would
by
renovate
Little
those
you,
oppose
removed,
damage
wash and
,urther reference to the ac- - any of the rest of the ticket."
sioners' proceedings.
workmen extinguished the fire
'special process. The Santa Fe Electo
count as filed and paid, items-trinairi
Phone 92.
minuV and returned to work. Ten
tric laundry.
territorial road commis- in- - Albuquerque,
Co., January, 1912,
Telephone
ter later the fire department, fol- FOR SALE Good team of youn
APPROVES
HITCHCOCK
eludes items as follows that were for sicn, (5 days) $125.00.
mountain horses, for driving or rid
lower by ail the boys in town, arNEW STAMP SHOWING
ithe personal account of E. H. Sweet:
Freight and express on ballot boxes
and Supply
scene.
on
rived
the
LAST NOTICE.
PANAMA CANAL LOCKS.
ing. Santa Fe Hardware
25 and supplies, $165.00.
Magdaleua call
Co.
exto this date there have been no
These amounts are considered
Up
25
i'Magdalena call ...
This
Blouse.
The "Tie-onat It Will Be Issued to Commemorate
auto "to hire" licenses taken out and
'.$3.95 cissive, and with the inforniation
It. y,,,,., rail
is the latest product of the this will be the last notice to those
Will
and
San
Francisco
to
unable
is
pass
Exposition
auditor
your
2
hand,
90
I as
is a
Vegas call
New in Postage
Be Something
are in this business and do not
jbest American waist designers,
53' without comment.
Las Vegas call
of a who
thoroughly practical solution
Line.
Your auditor is not advised of any
comply with the ordinance governing.
of
difficult problem, the designing
CELSO LOPEZ,
$9.90 statute that would allow the probate
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